
Dial W For Witch (Wicked Witches of the Midwest Book 22)

Author: Amanda M. Lee

The Happy Holidays Players—a renowned acting troupe—is coming to town and Hemlock Cove is bursting with excited residents who want parts in the winter

festival. That includes the three Winchester matriarchs, who are vying with one another for top billing.

Bay Winchester doesn’t care about the pageant, but she’s more than happy to sit back and watch the shenanigans. That is until her husband Landon Michaels

calls with a request for her help. It seems there was a prison break twenty minutes away … and more than a handful of inmates are on the run.

Bay, Landon, and Hemlock Cove Police Chief Terry Davenport make up their own search party. What becomes apparent fairly quickly, however, is that some of

the inmates are magically enhanced. By whom, though?

Each subsequent battle results in a tougher takedown, and as Bay delves deeper into the mystery of a guard who may have helped the fleeing inmates, she finds

herself entrenched in a fight to the death.

Bay and Landon are looking forward to their first holiday season as a married couple. They’re desperate for some downtime and holiday cheer. To get it, they’re

going to have to survive a magical onslaught that seems to be pointed at their family more and more with each passing day.

Bay might be able to call the dead to battle for her, but this is a war between the living … and both sides are going to go down fighting.

Here comes trouble. There’s no going back.

The K Team (K Team Novels Book 1)

Author: David Rosenfelt

From bestselling mystery author David Rosenfelt comes a new series – a spinoff of the much beloved Andy Carpenter mysteries – about a dynamic new

investigative team featuring a determined former cop and his loyal German Shepherd.

Corey Douglas and his K-9 partner, Simon Garfunkel, have recently retired from the police force. Not ready to give up the life yet, they come up with a proposal

for fellow former cop, Laurie Carpenter, and her investigating partner, Marcus. Laurie and Marcus – who help out Laurie’s lawyer husband Andy on cases – have

been chafing to jump back into investigating on their own, so they are in.

They call themselves the K Team, in honor of Simon. Their first job as private investigators comes to them from Judge Henry Henderson, who's known as a very

tough but fair judge, and they've all come up against him in court at one time or another. Though it's hard to believe, Judge Henderson is being blackmailed and

extorted, and he doesn't want to involve the police--he needs the K Team to figure out why.

The Running Grave: A Cormoran Strike Novel

Author: Robert Galbraith

The brand new installment in the highly acclaimed international bestselling series, featuring Cormoran Strike and Robin Ellacott, written by Robert Galbraith, a

pseudonym of J.K. Rowling.Praise for the Strike series

“There can be no denying J.K. Rowling’s formidable talents as a crime writer.” —Daily Mail

“The work of a master storyteller.”—Daily Telegraph

“Delivered with panache.” —Financial Times

“A scrupulous plotter and master of misdirection, Galbraith keeps the pages turning.” —TheGuardian

“A blistering piece of crime writing.” —Sunday Times

“Stuffed with intrigue, surprise, action, violence, social comedy and romance: ‘value for money,’ as the British say” —Wall Street Journal

“Rowling’s greatest novelistic gifts are her ability to spin wild, intricate plots, and to create colorful, highly individual characters who come instantly alive on the

page.” —Washington Post

“Rowling’s wizardry as a writer is on abundant display...This is a crime series deeply rooted in the real world, where brutality and ugliness are leavened by the

oh-so-human flaws and virtues of Galbraith’s irresistible hero and heroine.” —USA Today

“Compulsively readable.” ■People

“Addictive, murderous fun.” ■Vox

Pet Psychic Magical Mysteries: The Complete Series: Books 1-8 (Erin Johnson: Complete Paranormal

Mystery Series Boxsets)



Author: Erin Johnson

"Though I'm not really a pet psychic, I can speak to animals..."

Jolene Hartgrave, here! I went from being a top dog lawyer to a hangdog pet psychic in the ruff part of town, all thanks to a pesky curse that gave me the gift of

gabbing with animals.

But my luck is finally looking up. I’ve teamed up with a hottie police officer and his snarky, lie-sniffing German shepherd to catch criminals.

From a murdered fashion icon spinning a web of lies to the killed curator of an occult museum, I’m doggedly helping the police bring the bad guys to justice.

But there’s a catch.

I’ve got a huge secret of my own–one the police can never find out about.

Can I solve the case and build a new life, or will I end up behind bars myself?

If you love talking animal sidekicks, clever mysteries, and a hilarious cast of characters, you won’t want to miss your chance to binge read books one through

eight of the Pet Psychic Magical Mysteries. This boxset contains the complete, 8 book series of fun, clean, imaginative mysteries you’ll stay up all night binging.

Over 1,400 pages of fast-paced cozy mysteries that will make you laugh and keep you guessing right to the end.

Readers rave about this series:

“Erin Johnson has built a fascinating world. The mysteries are intriguing and the main characters are smart and fun.” ★★★★★

“These are very cute, fun reads! There's plenty of excitement and the storyline keeps you guessing. I recommend this series.” ★★★★★

“I love this series. It has wonderful plots and the characters are amazing. I would recommend this book to anyone who likes mysteries, paranormal, or pet

stories.” ★★★★★

Poppy Harmon Investigates (A Desert Flowers Mystery Book 1)

Author: Lee Hollis

Lee Hollis begins a delightful new series in which Poppy Harmon and her friends find that life after retirement can be much busier—and deadlier—than any of

them ever anticipated . . .  

When Poppy goes from complacent retiree to penniless widow in a matter of weeks, the idea of spending her golden years as the biggest charity case in Palm

Springs renders her speechless. With no real skills and nothing left to lose, Poppy uses her obsession with true crime shows to start a career as a private eye . . .

But after opening the Desert Flowers Detective Agency with help from her two best friends, Violet and Iris, Poppy realizes that age brings wisdom, not

business—until she convinces her daughter's handsome boyfriend, Matt, to pose as the face of the agency. It’s not long before Matt’s irresistible act snags a

client desperate to retrieve priceless jewelry burglarized from an aging actress at the Palm Leaf Retirement Village. Or before Poppy stumbles upon the bloodied

body of the victim’s arch rival . . .

In a flash, Poppy’s innocent detective gig is upstaged by a dangerous murder investigation riddled with slimy suspects and unspeakable scandal. As she and her

team uncover the truth, Poppy must confront the secrets about her late husband’s past and swiftly catch a killer lurking around the retirement community—even if

it means turning her world upside down all over again.

Miracles, Mysteries, and Memories (Zoe Donovan Cozy Mystery Book 36)

Author: Kathi Daley

It's funny, it's family, it's a Zoe Donovan Cozy Mystery.

Zoe tries to juggle sleuthing with family obligations as Alex and Scooter prepare to graduate high school and Zoe fears that things will never be the same.

THE THIN WOMAN an utterly charming English country house murder mystery (The Ellie Haskell Mysteries

Book 1)

Author: DOROTHY CANNELL



***Voted one of the 100 Favorite Mysteries of the 20th Century by the Independent Mystery Booksellers Association of America***

In this delectable debut that earned her instant acclaim, award-winning author Dorothy Cannell serves up a cozy murder mystery to be savored . . .

Ellie Simons stands to inherit her Uncle Merlin’s huge English country house. But on three utterly bizarre conditions. One: she must lose 63 pounds (rude!). Two:

she must marry the fake fiancé she’s been passing off as her true love all weekend. And three: she must catch whoever killed Uncle Merlin in the first place.

Her family constantly mock her single status (and her weight!), so Ellie hired a boyfriend for this latest awful family reunion at Merlin’s Court. Bentley T. Haskell is

devastatingly handsome and so annoying — and he’s making this fake engagement very difficult . . .

But Bentley and her catty family are the least of Ellie’s worries. Uncle Merlin’s death looks more than a little bit like murder. Which can only mean one thing. One

of her horrid relatives is the killer . . .

AN UTTERLY CHARMING ENGLISH COZY MURDER MYSTERY TO SINK YOUR TEETH INTO.

Readers can’t get enough of Dorothy Cannell’s delicious debut:

***** ‘One of the most believable female characters in modern literature. She is funny, endearing, realistic and completely loveable.’ Mariam

***** ‘Quirky, endearing characters, a wild mix of romance, gothic mystery, and madcap adventure — The Thin Woman is a treasure, as is the author, Dorothy

Cannell.’ Carmen

***** ‘This book was fantastic! It kept me smiling and sometimes laughing out loud the whole way through — very witty. I LOVED all of the characters.’ A reader in

the US

***** ‘This book is FUN! It is a good mystery, with a bit of romance thrown in, but it is also a great read.’ Lucie

***** ‘Great start of the cozy series . . . Lots of red herrings and a great little country house-type mystery.’ A reader in the US

‘Cannell makes a delicious debut; discriminatory whodunit fans will want more of her inventions.’ Publishers Weekly

MEET ELLIE HASKELL

Our heroine is a rather fabulous interior designer (if she says so herself), living in the top flat of a tumbledown Victorian house in leafy London with her snooty cat,

Tobias Feline. She has some dear friends (who more than make up for her ghastly family) and her only desires in life are to lose a few pounds and meet an

eligible — and nice! — man. How hard could that be?

Imaginary Fiends (A Return to Magic Cozy Mystery Book 3)

Author: Lily Harper Hart

When it comes to magic, Rowan Gray-Davenport has always been grateful to be part of the club. She never wanted to be the leader of it, though.

All of that is about to change.

When Rowan’s friends Sally and Demarcus arrive on their new purchase, a vintage steamboat they want to refurbish so they can turn it into a floating restaurant

and casino, Rowan and her husband Quinn are thrilled to reunite with them. That only lasts until their daughter Lana asks about the invisible children on the boat.

It seems there are a lot of them, and they just might be dead.

It appears the new boat is haunted, and the ghosts are looking for vengeance. They seem to have their sights set on Lana as a form of protection. She just

doesn’t know it yet.

Lana is a little girl who wants to be seen as special. Unfortunately, she can’t see the danger that’s directly in front of her. Rowan can, however, and it doesn’t take

long for her to call on her friends Ivy, Harper, and Maddie to get her through this ordeal.

The children might have been innocent when they died, but they’re out for blood now. It’s going to take the whole gang working together to see this through to the

other side.

Lana’s life is hanging in the balance, and this time the magic that’s required to save her will stem from her mother’s love. Rowan had better be up to the

challenge, because otherwise her family will be lost.

Her moment is here. She has no choice but to embrace it.

All In A Name (The Case Files of Henri Davenforth Book 9)

Author: Honor Raconteur

Someone left Jamie a prezzie and she would like to return it with a no thank you.

It all starts with a dead Robert Martin, the man who killed RM Burtchell. Jamie doesn’t know how, but it’s obvious he was yanked out of high security prison,

murdered, and dumped on her front doorsteps.

Now the situation is entirely out of control. Someone obviously wants her attention–her people are being targeted and hurt, they can’t catch a lead, and it’s

bringing up Belladonna vibes.



Jamie would like to request a new plot device.

Luck of the Draw (Detective Kate Rosetti Mystery Book 9)

Author: Gina LaManna

As spring rolls around in the Twin Cities, Kate uncovers a baffling new case. A millionaire recluse has been found with a spear through his heart—dead on his

own private island. Detective Rosetti is called in to peel back the layers of the most unusual homicide she’s seen yet.

To add fuel to the fire, Kate’s ex-boyfriend now occupies the desk next to her. It’s a little hard to focus on her burgeoning relationship with one handsome

billionaire when remnants of her past are visible at every turn.

When the case, and her relationship with the two men in her life, all come to a head at an exclusive resort in northern Minnesota, Kate realizes she’s going to

have to choose her path forward—and fast. At the rate bodies are dropping around Detective Rosetti, she knows it’s only a matter of time before she’s next…

Murder at the Beauty Pageant: A completely unputdownable historical cozy mystery (A Miss Underhay

Mystery Book 12)

Author: Helena Dixon

Kitty Underhay is awarding first place… to murder.

Spring, 1935. Newlywed Kitty Underhay has been enlisted by her old nemesis Mrs Craven to help organise the Miss Dartmouth Jubilee pageant at the Dolphin

Hotel. Being bossed around by her arch enemy is not quite what Kitty had in mind for the start of her married life, but she’s excited to launch the glamorous show.

Sparkling smiles are quickly replaced by audible gasps however, when one of the girls goes missing during the interval…

When pretty Peggy Blaine is discovered dead, Kitty can’t help but notice that none of the other contestants seem particularly shocked. Can jealousy over a sash

and a diamante tiara be a motive for murder?

But when she discovers the threatening notes the young women have received, Kitty enlists her husband Matt to figure out who’s scaring the competitors.

However, before Matt can speak to them, another entrant turns up dead after an apparently accidental overdose. Taking part in a beauty pageant seems to have

turned into a fatal occupation!

The daring duo are sure that someone close to the girls is responsible. But can they sort the harmless face powders from the fatal poisons before it’s too late? Or

will Kitty and Matt find they are next to be crowned… with death?

An utter joy! Fans of Agatha Christie, T E Kinsey and Lee Strauss will fall head over heels for this utterly compelling and totally charming historical cozy mystery!

Readers love the Miss Underhay mysteries:

*■*■*■*■*■ ‘I could not put this down!! I read this in one sitting. I need more than 5 stars for this book! I absolutely loved it!’ NetGalley reviewer

‘I cannot put it down… I tore through this book!’ Goodreads reviewer

*■*■*■*■*■ ‘I read it in one sitting, a page-turner I couldn’t put down.’ Goodreads reviewer

*■*■*■*■*■ ‘What can I say? I loved it.’ Goodreads reviewer

*■*■*■*■*■ ‘I love this… It kept me guessing right until the final scene.’ Roberta Reads

*■*■*■*■*■ ‘This murder mystery is perfect… This story has it all. An absolute page-turner with characters to care about.’ Goodreads reviewer

*■*■*■*■*■ ‘A page-turner that will keep you guessing.’ Goodreads reviewer

*■*■*■*■*■ ‘After the first chapter I wasn’t able to stop reading and turning pages as fast as I could.’ Scrapping and Playing

Death of a Traitor

Author: M. C. Beaton

In this addition to a New York Times bestselling mystery series, Sergeant Hamish Macbeth—Scotland's most quick-witted but unambitious 

policeman—investigates the disappearance of a local woman who is more than she seems. 

 

Kate Hibbert is all too eager to lend a hand to her neighbors. Although she has been a resident of the sleepy village of Lochdubh for only a year, in that time Kate



has alienated one too many of its residents with her interfering—and not entirely well-intentioned—ways. When Kate’s neighbor sees her lugging a heavy

suitcase to the bus stop, he hopes that the prying woman is leaving for good. But two weeks later, Kate’s cousin arrives in town with the news that Kate has gone

missing—and she demands that the local police step in.                                    

 

Sergeant Hamish Macbeth is called in to investigate the disappearance, and soon he is befuddled by a storm of lies, intrigue, and scandal . . . and the sneaking

suspicion that Kate was someone much more sinister than she claimed. Torn between loyalty to Lochdubh and his job, Hamish begins threading his way through

a maze of deceit, quickly finding himself on the trail of a ruthless, treacherous murderer. If he catches the killer, peace can return to the village. If he fails, he will

lose everything: his job, his home, and the life he so loves in Lochdubh.

The Secret's in the Sauce (A Two Broomsticks Gas & Grill Witch Cozy Mystery Book 7)

Author: Amanda M. Lee

Stormy Morgan’s life took a rocky turn, but things are looking up. Sure, she’s a new witch living in her childhood hometown but she’s looking forward to the future.

That includes her boyfriend Hunter Ryan moving in with her so they can save up to buy Stormy’s dream house in the spring. Things are going as planned … until

a scream interrupts moving day.

It’s chaos on the street, and all that Stormy and Hunter can ascertain is that Edmund, the neighborhood Lothario, is dead, and four of the many women he was

screwing around with are standing over his body.

All claim ignorance regarding what happened, but there’s an air of unease rippling through the group and it makes Stormy jittery. Things only go from bad to

worse when the dead man’s soul decides he wants a new body … and Hunter’s will do.

If that wasn’t bad enough, there’s a new man in town … and he has Stormy and her magic in his sights. He also seems to be communicating with her cat after

dark. That’s not suspicious at all, right?

Stormy might be new to magic but she’s relentless when it comes to protecting the people she loves most. She’ll do whatever it takes to make sure Hunter is

safe, and as for that cat? The truth is about to come out.

So, sit back, because it’s going to be a bumpy ride.

Murder in Santa Fe: A Chef Dani Rosetti Cozy Mystery (Chef Dani Rosetti Cozy Mysteries Book 11)

Author: Dianne Harman

When Dani Rosetti, a world-famous celebrity chef, was hired to cater a gourmet dinner party in Santa Fe, New Mexico, it sounded heavenly. The guests

scheduled to attend were some of the wealthiest Native American art collectors in the United States, and the dinner was to be held on the eve of the legendary

Indian Market which takes place each year in August.

In addition to the art collectors who would be attending the dinner, two art dealers and a beloved Native American artist were also on the invite list. But the threat

of murder is never heavenly!

Dani’s sous-chef, Arthur, who is also the owner of an international private investigation firm, reviewed the list of invitees for the dinner and became very

concerned. His research led him to believe that several guests might have a reason why they’d like to see one of the art dealers dead, and the others might as

well.

It seems the art dealer from New York, Julian Schimmer, is alleged to have sold fake Indian art pieces to several of the guests invited to the dinner. But what

Arthur can’t figure out is why Annabelle Rosen, the hostess, and probably the most successful gallery owner in Santa Fe, would invite Julian to the dinner?

She was hosting the dinner for her wealthy clients, some of whom had bought fakes from Julian, which she well knew. Was Annabelle using the occasion as a

carrot for romance with him? Julian would have a unique opportunity to meet her clients, and maybe, just maybe, he’d be so indebted to her that there would be a

chance for romance. After all, the New York art dealer was a very, very attractive man.

And so the age-old motives of greed and romance rear their ugly heads on the night before Indian Market, a night none of the guests will ever forget, nor will

Dani!

This is the 11th book in the Chef Dani Rosetti Cozy Mystery Series by a USA Today Bestselling Author.

THE DOROTHY MARTIN MURDER MYSTERY BOX SET BOOKS 1–8 eight cozy murder mysteries full of

twists (Cozy Crime Box Set)

Author: JEANNE M. DAMS

GET **EIGHT** ABSOLUTELY ENCHANTING COZY MURDER MYSTERIES IN ONE GREAT-VALUE BOX SET. 

 

‘Fans of the English cozy will put the kettle on, snuggle under a lap rug, and sigh contentedly.’ Kirkus 

 

If you enjoy Stella Cameron, Faith Martin, Agatha Christie, Simon Brett, Frances Evesham, Margaret Mayhew, Betty Rowlands or M.C. Beaton, then prepare to 

be hooked from the first page of this bestselling series.



 

PRAISE FOR JEANNE M. DAMS: 

 

***** ‘If you’re a classic mystery lover, you’re sure to enjoy the books of Jeanne M. Dams. Her characters, settings and stories have a depth not often seen in this

sub-genre.’ Mystery News 

 

***** ‘A cozy as comforting as a hot cup of tea and as deliciously spicy as one of Dorothy’s mince pies.’ Publishers Weekly_ 

 

IN THIS EIGHT-BOOK BOX SET: 

 

BOOK 1: THE BODY IN THE TRANSEPT 

Dorothy Martin, a recently widowed American, is having her first Christmas in England. But as she leaves midnight mass, she literally stumbles over a dead body

— unpopular priest Canon Billings. 

 

BOOK 2: TROUBLE IN THE TOWN HALL 

A cleaner finds the body of a young man, stuffed in a closet at Sherebury’s historic town hall. Dorothy’s dear friend Chief Constable Alan Nesbitt warns her to

steer clear of the investigation, but she can’t resist being drawn in. 

 

BOOK 3: HOLY TERROR IN THE HEBRIDES 

Dorothy hopes for a peaceful stay on the Isle of Iona, but trouble follows her there. She's thrown in with a bickering American church tour, and when one of the

group falls to his death from a cliff, Dorothy is the only witness. 

 

BOOK 4: MALICE IN MINIATURE 

Dorothy’s gardener is caught stealing a priceless miniature tea set from Brockelsby Hall. The owner, eccentric Sir Mordred Brocklesby, is up in arms. Dorothy

travels to the grand old country house, hoping to get to the bottom of it all. 

 

BOOK 5: THE VICTIM IN VICTORIA STATION 

Dorothy chats with a young man on the train to London. But by the time they reach Victoria Station, he is dead. The next day Dorothy checks all the newspapers

— to find no mention of his death. She makes inquiries with the police but draws a blank there too. 

 

BOOK 6: KILLING CASSIDY 

Dorothy returns to Indiana, to claim a small inheritance from an old friend. But he also left her a letter. It says if he dies, it must have been murder. Someone was

trying to kill him. An absurd idea? Dorothy will get to the bottom of this baffling mystery. 

 

BOOK 7: TO PERISH IN PENZANCE 

In Penzance, 1968, the body of a young woman was found floating in the water. She fell from the cliffs to her death. She was never identified. Her death is a

mystery that’s haunted Alan, Dorothy’s husband, ever since. Until now . . . 

 

BOOK 8: SINS OUT OF SCHOOL 

Dorothy decides to throw a traditional Thanksgiving. But then she gets a call asking her to fill in at the local school. Retired teacher Dorothy can’t say no. Then

she gets another call. Could she look after Mrs Doyle’s nine-year-old daughter? The child’s father has been murdered. 

 

YOU GET ALL EIGHT OF THE ABOVE BOOKS IN THIS EDITION. DON’T MISS OUT ON THIS BESTSELLING SERIES. 

 

MEET YOUR NEW FAVOURITE AMATEUR SLEUTH. 

 

THE DETECTIVE 

Dorothy Martin, sixtyish widow from Indiana and retired schoolteacher, moves to England shortly after her husband dies. A move they had planned to make

together. Like the author, she has a taste for fabulous hats. 

 

THE SETTING 

The fictitious cathedral city of Sherebury, located somewhere in the southeast of England. A small and beautiful town, it is a mix of many real cities and towns in

the England so loved by the author. She guarantees that no American fast-food chains will ever crop up on the High Street of Sherebury, where pubs, tea shops,

and Indian restaurants thrive.

One Tequila (The Althea Rose series Book 1)

Author: Tricia O'Malley

From a NY Times & USA Today Bestselling author comes a laugh-out-loud magical mystery set in small-town Tequila Key.

Tequila Key is just like any other small town and I'm just like any other small town psychic. Scratch that. Tequila Key is a world onto itself and some people might

think that I am one crayon short of the box.

And, if we're being totally honest, Tequila Key is just like any other small town – if that town boasts a voodoo priestess and a few white witches for flavor.

Turquoise blue water and the best margaritas this side of Mexico make it hard to leave.



I'm Althea Rose, co-owner of Luna Rose Potions & Tarot Shop, and I've just stumbled into a love triangle while trying to save my best friend from being accused

of murder.

See? Just like any other small town.

Read the full Althea Rose Series:

Book 1- One Tequila

Book 2- Tequila For Two

Book 2.5- Tequila will Kill Ya

Book 3- Three Tequilas

Book 3.5- Tequila Shots & Valentine Knots

Book 4- Tequila Four

Book 5- Fifth of Tequila

Book 6- A Sixer of Tequila

Book 7- Seven Deadly Tequilas

Book 8- Eight Ways to Tequila (series finale)

Magic and Mystery in Riddler's Edge: The Complete Riddler's Edge Collection (A Riddler's Edge Cozy

Mystery)

Author: A.A. Albright

Enjoy Ten Full-Length Riddler's Edge Books in this Bestselling Complete Collection - Plus a Bonus Book!

Riddler's Edge is a small Irish town filled with mysteries, murders and mayhem. Join Aisling Smith as she moves to this unusual place and discovers that she

might be a little bit witchy!

Aisling Smith is getting the worst reporting jobs, stuck in the basement of the Daily Dubliner, writing up obituaries and classified ads. When the paper's mysterious

owner offers Aisling a trial in a town she's never heard of, she's eager to try something different. But Riddler's Edge might be far more different that she was

hoping for ...

On the train ride there, a woman dies. Despite what the grumpy but gorgeous detective might think, Aisling is convinced that the death is suspicious, and works to

solve the crime.

Over her time in Riddler's Edge, Aisling gets to the bottom of many secrets, but the biggest secret of all may be her own past, and her magical gifts which have

been hidden for far too long.

Start this collection today, and join Aisling as she makes new friends, finds love, and becomes more than just a little bit witchy ...

You'll Find the Following Full-Length Books in this Collection:

A Little Bit Witchy

WItchy See, Witchy Do

Lucky Witches

Shiver Me Witches

So Very Unfae

Old-School Witch

A Little Bit Vampy

Bonus Book: Slippery Slope

A Little Bit Chilly

A Little Bit Spacey

Totally Married

Yachts and Yelps (An Isle of Man Ghostly Cozy Book 25)

Author: Diana Xarissa

Fenella Woods and her niece, Margaret, are surprised to find visitors waiting for them at their luxury apartment building when they return home from a walk.

Thornton DeVries had been friends with Fenella’s aunt, Mona, and was unaware that she’d passed away. He’s just arrived on the island on a luxury yacht,

accompanied by family and friends. They have a short conversation and agree to have dinner together the following evening.

Later that night, though, Fenella and Margaret stumble across a dead body. One of Thornton’s traveling companions has been murdered and everyone on board

his luxury yacht is a suspect. Meanwhile, Margaret is trying to find a job, and Fenella and her fiancé, Daniel, are talking seriously about setting a wedding date.

Margaret is determined to work out what happened to poor Delia Reid. With help from Mona’s ghost, who keeps interfering in the investigation, she and Fenella 

find themselves learning all about Thornton, his former wife, and their associates. But is that knowledge enough to help them determine who killed Delia before



someone else ends up dead?

The Patricia Fisher Mysteries: All Ten Books - A Cozy Mystery Adventure (Patricia Fisher's Big Boxed Sets

Book 1)

Author: steve higgs

Amazon.com #1 in Cozy Mystery, Mystery Anthologies, and Amateur Sleuths ‘A complete cozy mystery series with an ending that left me on a high for days!’

***Series complete in one boxed set***

When Patricia Fisher boards the world’s finest cruise ship for a three-month tour of the world, she expected a great many things …

… finding herself embroiled in a priceless jewel theft wasn’t one of them.

Less than twenty-four hours after setting sail, she’s accused of murder and confined to her cabin. Thankfully, she is staying in the royal suite and that means she

has a butler to help her. When he recruits his gym instructor BFF, Barbie, the trio turn detective to find the real killer.

But someone on board doesn’t want them to succeed and when the next body is found in her kitchen, the team realise it’s more than just her freedom at stake.

They’d better solve this fast or all three of them might be next.

Read this fast-paced adventure and nine more full-length stories as a middle-aged housewife throws off the shackles of her old life and becomes the woman she

was always meant to be.

This boxed set of books contains the following titles:

The Missing Sapphire of Zangrabar

The Kidnapped Bride

The Director's Cut

The Couple in Cabin 2124

Dr Death

Murder on the Dancefloor

Mission for the Maharaja

A Sleuth and her Dachshund in Athens

The Maltese Parrot

No Place Like Home

When Steve Higgs writes, he hits it out of the park. I find myself laughing loud and often!

Praise for Patricia Fisher:

Patricia and her friends are so well-rounded and believable.

The series gets better with every book – I love Patricia Fisher I read this whole series in 3 days.

Each story got more and more exciting.

I hated it to end. I highly recommend, this series.

Good clean reading and delightful mysteries!

The Body in the Cottage (A Sunset Lodge Mystery Book 3)

Author: Diana Xarissa

Abigail is delighted when her sister, Mandy, the co-owner of Sunset Lodge, arrives to spend a week with her. Both sisters are excited to finally have an

opportunity to really talk about their plans for renovating, remodeling, and redecorating just about every inch of the main lodge building, the annex, and the

cottages in the woods around the lodge. With a laser measure in one hand and a notebook in the other, Mandy wants to take notes on each of the cottages so

that she can start sketching out her plans for their improvements.

The dead body in Cottage Four is an unexpected and unwelcome discovery. Abigail, who’s already been through two murder investigations, wants to leave the

detective work to the police, but Mandy is eager to start asking questions and talking to everyone in the small town of Nightshade.

As Mandy drags her sister around town, doing everything she can to throw them into the paths of various suspects, Abigail knows that their neighbor, Jessica, is

busy doing some snooping as well. All Abigail wants to do is get the lodge ready for a special Thanksgiving weekend, but instead she has to worry that a killer

might target her neighbor, or even her sister, next.

Pork Pie Pandemonium: Albert Smith's Culinary Capers Recipe 1

Author: Steve Higgs



Baking. It can get a guy killed.

‘When Steve Higgs writes, he hits it out of the park. I find myself laughing out loud and often.’

** Complete Series. Read every book (the dog doesn't die) **

When a retired detective superintendent chooses to take a culinary tour of the British Isles, he hopes to find tasty treats and delicious bakes …

… what he finds is a clue to a crime in the ingredients for his pork pie.

His dog, Rex Harrison, an ex-police dog fired for having a bad attitude, cannot understand why the humans are struggling to solve the mystery. He can already

smell the answer – it’s right before their noses.

He’ll pitch in to help his human and the shop owner’s teenage daughter as the trio set out to save the shop from closure. Is the rival pork pie shop across the

street to blame? Or is there something far more sinister going on?

One thing is for sure, what started out as a bit of fun, is getting deadlier by the hour, and they’d better work out what the dog knows soon or it could be curtains for

them all.‘

This series has it all; everything I want in a story and series ... humour, suspense, and colourful characters. It’s one of my top all-time favourite series.’

This series of books contain no cussing and no graphic descriptions of violence or bedroom activities.

The Thursday Murder Club: A Novel (A Thursday Murder Club Mystery Book 1)

Author: Richard Osman

A New York Times bestseller | Soon to be a major motion picture from Steven Spielberg at Amblin Entertainment

“Witty, endearing and greatly entertaining.” —Wall Street Journal

“Don’t trust anyone, including the four septuagenarian sleuths in Osman’s own laugh-out-loud whodunit.” —Parade

Four septuagenarians with a few tricks up their sleeves

A female cop with her first big case

A brutal murder

Welcome to...

THE THURSDAY MURDER CLUB

In a peaceful retirement village, four unlikely friends meet weekly in the Jigsaw Room to discuss unsolved crimes; together they call themselves the Thursday

Murder Club.

When a local developer is found dead with a mysterious photograph left next to the body, the Thursday Murder Club suddenly find themselves in the middle of

their first live case.

As the bodies begin to pile up, can our unorthodox but brilliant gang catch the killer, before it's too late?

Mystery at Farfield Castle: An addictive and unputdownable cozy mystery novel (An Eve Mallow Mystery

Book 10)

Author: Clare Chase

Beautiful Farfield Castle is opening its grounds for a party, and everyone in Saxford’s invited. But as the champagne flows, the owner takes a fatal fall. 

Fortunately, amateur sleuth Eve Mallow is on the case! 

 

When novelist Julian Fisher buys Farfield Castle to turn the charming old building into a writers’ retreat, he wants the neighbours onside. But he has his work cut 

out: Saxford St Peter locals tried to buy the castle for the village, and are furious that only the very rich will be able to enjoy it. 

 

At the lavish launch party, Fisher treats the villagers like royalty, but Eve Mallow is distracted by the tension in the air. She watches as Fisher’s wife Kitty argues 

with several guests, almost in tears, before she disappears altogether… 

 

Later that evening, when Kitty is found dead in the castle’s icehouse, it’s quickly proved to be no accident. With dozy Detective Palmer on the wrong track, Eve 

can’t resist getting involved. Convinced the answers lie inside Farfield Castle, Eve questions an overly inquisitive journalist, Kitty’s less-than-loyal husband, and 

his prickly PA. 

 

But when it emerges that a family heirloom and Julian’s computer both went missing on the night of the party, Eve is sure that solving the theft will solve the 

murder. Who is behind this deadly tale… and can Eve find the killer before she gets written off?



 

A completely charming English cozy mystery, perfect for fans of Agatha Christie, Faith Martin and J.R. Ellis. 

 

See what everyone is saying about the Eve Mallow series: 

 

‘Plenty of plot twists, red herrings, and misdirection. Kept me in suspense. I loved it!’ Goodreads reviewer, ***** 

 

‘Utterly delightful!… The perfect cozy murder mystery… Keeps you on your toes!… I highly recommend this to the armchair detectives of the world!’ The Two

Quills 

 

‘Amazing… so engaging, kept me hooked the whole way through… the ending was such a shock, but truly brilliant… I ended up dreaming about it as I was

thinking about it so much before going to sleep.’ So Many Books So Little Time, ***** 

 

‘I loved this book…Everything an old-fashioned sleuthing ought to be… I flew through the pages.’ Shalini’s Books & Reviews, ***** 

 

‘A totally addictive page-turner that will have you racing through the pages and reeling at the twists.’ NetGalley reviewer 

 

‘I was gripped right from the start and couldn’t put it down, I read it in one very short sitting… utterly compelling.’ Goodreads reviewer, ***** 

 

‘Drags the reader right into the plot from day one. She writes so vividly… I can almost imagine I’m on the dunes walking Gus, an inspiration of a dog that steals

the show… A Marplesque amateur sleuth.’ Jenny O’Brien, ***** 

 

‘Had me hooked and glued to the pages immediately… If you are a fan of cozy mysteries I can’t recommend this series enough. Pure entertainment all round…

wonderful.’ @onceuptonatimebookreviews, ***** 

 

‘Everything I wanted it to be… had me turned pages without even realising… so good!’ @aliciagoeser, ***** 

 

‘Stepping into the pages of a new Eve Mallow mystery is like stepping into your favourite well-worn comfy slippers… Deliciously moreish… If you haven’t already

discovered this series then what are you waiting for???’ Goodreads reviewer, *****

Spells & Caramels Magical Mysteries: The Complete Series: Fresh, Funny Magical Mysteries (Erin Johnson:

Complete Paranormal Mystery Series Boxsets)

Author: Erin Johnson

The complete series!

10 full-length paranormal cozy mystery novels.

Over 3,000 pages.

One delightfully witchy series you'll never want to end.

Twenty-nine-year-old Imogen Banks is hashtag struggling.

After a disaster ends her career, destroys her home and burns up all the money she’s saved to open her own bakery, she enters a baking contest for an

all-or-nothing, last ditch chance at getting her life together.

But when she arrives at the mysterious island off the coast of France, she discovers all the inhabitants of the quaint town are magical and if she wins the contest,

she’ll become the next royal baker at the castle on top of the hill. No worries that the last royal baker appears to have been murdered.

And one more small thing-- Imogen herself is apparently a witch!

As Imogen struggles to learn new spells, wrangle a snarky magical flame into baking her desserts and try and not burn the whole white tent down in the process,

a fellow contestant drops dead with all evidence making Imogen the top suspect.

But she hasn’t only caught the eye of the bumbling and pompous police inspector, who’s doing his best to pin the crime on her. With a hunky medic and a

broodingly handsome baker vying for her attention, Imogen’s whipped a little romance into the mix.

But when she discovers ties between the recent murder and the previous royal baker’s death, Imogen’s out to not only clear her name, but figure out which of the

cooks has a taste for killing.

Will Imogen tap into her fledgling powers in time to save herself, or will it all prove a recipe for death and disaster?

This boxset contains the complete, 10 book Spells & Caramels series. These books are fun, clean, imaginative mysteries you’ll stay up all night binging.

From Readers

“A lovely and lighthearted read” ★★★★★

“This magical mystery is a lot of fun” ★★★★★



“This cozy magic book (series) has twists and turns, good and evil, love and loss. All that, and baking, too!” ★★★★★

“I’m addicted. Totally and 100% under Ms Johnson’s spell! The best book that I’ve read in a while and believe me, I have read some grrreat books! ” ★★★★★

“Witches, shifters, vampires, a talking flame, AND a baking competition… with a side dish of murder and mystery?! Yes, please! Adorable and lighthearted the

story kept me engaged, and flipping pages like hot cakes. A delightful fantasy to escape to!” ★★★★★

Patricia Fisher: Ship's Detective: Patricia Fisher: Ship's Detective

Author: steve higgs

‘This series can take your breath away one minute and laughing until the tears start to roll the next.’

On board the world’s finest luxury cruise ship, the days are filled with sunshine, cocktails, and incredible new places to explore.

Unless you are employed as the ship’s detective, that is.

That job falls to a lady called Patricia Fisher, a whip-smart sleuth whose special skills include attracting trouble, getting shot at, and running away screaming.

So, when a mysterious stowaway is found murdered in the bowels of the ship, it falls firmly into her lap to work out not only who he is, but who killed him.

To a backdrop of petty thefts, con artists targeting the rich and famous on board, and her own romance with the captain, the dead body leads to a surprising

discovery and a word one should utter with care …

Treasure.

Thrown into a swirling maelstrom of deadly adventure, fifty-something Patricia is going to have her sleuthing skills tested to the maximum.

Get ready for murder and mayhem on the high seas.

’She’s like a modern-day Miss Marple, but I have never laughed so hard in all my life!’

The Last Devil to Die: A Thursday Murder Club Mystery

Author: Richard Osman

A new mystery is afoot in the fourth book in the Thursday Murder Club series from million-copy bestselling author Richard Osman

You'd think you be allowed to relax over Christmas, but not in the world of the Thursday Murder Club.

On Boxing Day, a dangerous package is smuggled across the English coast. When it goes missing, chaos is unleashed. The body count starts to rise – including

someone close to the Thursday Murder Club--as our gang face an impossible search, and their most deadly opponents yet.

With the clock ticking down and a killer heading to Cooper’s Chase, has their luck finally run out? And who will be “The Last Devil To Die”?

Hammocks, Handguns, & Hearsay (A Camper & Criminals Cozy Mystery Series Book 31)

Author: Tonya Kappes

Grab your hammock and your bug spray, and join Mae and the Laundry Club Ladies on a wild ride through Happy Trails Campground, where the only thing more

dangerous than the handguns is the gossip.

When famous bounty hunter Colt Lincoln is found dead in the Smelly Dog Groomer, clutching a sponge curler that belongs to Dottie Swaggert, Mae West and the

Laundry Club Ladies know they've got a real doozy of a case on their hands. Despite Colt's catfishing ways and the fact that he'd parked his fifth wheel camper in

Happy Trails Campground, owned by Mae and run by Dottie, they know their friend couldn't have done it.

As they start digging, they discover that Colt had been chasing a member of a notorious motorcycle gang member across the country. To complicate matters

further, there's a motorcycle convention in town, and the Laundry Club Ladies have to go undercover to find out if any of the gang members are among the

convention attendees.

But that's not all - Mae's mama, Mary Elizabeth, is breathing down her neck about finalizing her wedding plans with her fiancé Hank. With a killer on the loose and

the campground buzzing with rumors, Mae's got her hands full.

As Mae and her pals weave their way through the hearsay and red herrings, they uncover a web of deceit that threatens to take down more than just Colt. With

the killer still on the loose and time running out, Mae must use all her Southern charm and camping know-how to catch the culprit.



Will they catch the killer before it's too late, or will this case be the one that got away?

Restoration and Runes (Magical Renovation Mysteries Book 13)

Author: Amy Boyles

Can a cursed playboy warlock solve a murder and mend his ways before it's too late?

Life is going great for Clementine. She’s engaged to a fantastic guy in Rufus and has started planning her wedding. It’s all bluebirds and bouquets.

That is until her fiancé’s cousin shows up. He’s a warlock in trouble. You see, he’s cursed. Devlin has been hexed so that his magic doesn’t work. No problem.

Rufus is a fantastic wizard. He can cure Devlin in record time.

The only problem is—Rufus doesn’t want to. Devlin is a playboy with a huge emphasis on the play part. He’s always got a woman on each arm—and sometimes

those women are married. Before Rufus will cure Devlin, he must stop all the womanizing.

Done. Sort of.

When one of Devlin’s girlfriends winds up dead, he becomes the primary suspect and he wants to flee the scene of the crime.

Can Rufus and Clem convince Devlin that they need to find the killer? Will he grow up enough to help them and win back his power? Or will Rufus’s cousin sink in

the mire of his own immaturity and spend the rest of his life in prison?

Coming in Hot (A Piper Harris Mystery, Volume 1)

Author: Deany Ray

Starting a new life in Florida means year-round sunshine, beautiful beaches, and balmy breezes. For most people, anyway.

But not for thirtysomething Piper and her grandmother, former members of a motorcycle gang in Oregon.

For them, it means entering the witness protection program and moving to Bitter End in the Sunshine State. Yes, to Bitter End. It doesn’t get much more ironic

than this.

But hey, it’s better than rotting in jail for getting busted with tax evasion and money laundering, and infinitely better than getting killed by said gang for testifying

against them.

Needless to say, they both have difficulties adjusting to life in Florida. Moving into a retirement community and dealing with all those quirky characters? Wearing

flip-flops instead of biker boots? Where do you even hide your gun if you’re wearing those godawful muumuu dresses? Not to mention, they’re supposed to keep

everything on the right side of the law now? Ugh!

Oh, and there’s that dead body in their neighbor’s front yard. Instead of laying low, Piper and her Gran somehow get sucked into that murder mystery.

When they realize they’re in too deep and their cover is almost blown, they have no other choice but to find the killer before it’s too late.

Unique characters, laugh-out-loud moments, and of course, a hot PI guy await for you in this fast and funny romp!

COMING IN HOT is perfect for fans of Janet Evanovich, Jana DeLeon, Gemma Halliday, Liliana Hart, and JB Lynn.

Wicked Witches of Coventry: Books One - Eleven

Author: Sara Bourgeois

Eleven books for one great price!

Brighton Longfield is kinda bad at life. She’s divorced, childless, and she just got fired… again… With dwindling savings and few prospects, she packs her

possessions into a U-Haul and sets out for the little town of Coventry where she inherited a dilapidated old house from her Great Aunt “Mad” Maude Tuttlesmith.

Coventry is supposed to be a stop in the road for Brighton. The plan is to fix up the house, sell it, and then figure out what to do with her life. You know what they

say about the best-laid plans… This collection contains books one through eleven of the Wicked Witches of Coventry series in one huge omnibus!

THE WIDOWS CLUB an utterly charming English country house murder mystery (The Ellie Haskell Mysteries

Book 2)



Author: DOROTHY CANNELL

***** ‘A good hilarious mystery . . . very entertaining.’ Clemmie

Award-winning author Dorothy Cannell serves up a delectable English cozy murder mystery.

The men of Chitterton Fells are dropping like flies. And the membership of the Widows Club is growing bigger every day . . .

Newly wed Ellie Haskell (née Simons, thank you very much) is settling nicely into married bliss in the charming village of Chitterton Fells.

Until she receives an alarming visit from Misses Hyacinth and Primrose Tramwell, of Flowers Detective Agency. The spinster sleuths suspect the local ‘Widows

Club’ is cooking up more than innocent get-togethers for bereaved ladies. All the members’ husbands were unfaithful. And all have met very sticky ends.

To uncover the murdering masterminds, Ellie must pose as an unhappy betrayed wife. But can she catch the killers and keep new hubby Ben safe from the

clutches of the Widows Club?

FIND OUT IN THIS UTTERLY CHARMING ENGLISH COZY MURDER MYSTERY.

Readers can’t get enough of Dorothy Cannell’s delicious murder mystery:

***** ‘Just as delightful and improbable as the earlier one and have no hesitation in recommending it to those with an eye for the ridiculously funny.’ Ian

***** ‘Loved it. Ellie is a hoot. This series of books is well written, very addictive and entertaining.’ A reader in the US

***** ‘This is fast-paced with several twists along the way. The ending was a complete surprise to me.’ K.C. Block

***** ‘Hilarious! British sense of humor is crazy, but I like it! Ellie and Ben are a great couple.’ Connie

‘Ellie, for all her scatterbrained foolishness, remains a heroine with gumption and grace.’ Publishers Weekly

MEET ELLIE HASKELL

Our heroine is a rather fabulous interior designer (if she says so herself), living in the top flat of a tumbledown Victorian house in leafy London with her snooty cat,

Tobias Feline. She has some dear friends (who more than make up for her ghastly family) and her only desires in life are to lose a few pounds and meet an

eligible — and nice! — man. How hard could that be?

ALSO BY DOROTHY CANNELL

THE ELLIE HASKELL MYSTERIES

Book 1: THE THIN WOMAN

Book 2: THE WIDOWS CLUB

A Fiendish Midlife: A Paranormal Women's Fiction (Witching After Forty Book 15)

Author: Lia Davis

Ava Calliope Howe Harper Walker has led a full and eventful life. She moved home to embrace her magical heritage, and now she’s living a fuller, even more

event-filled life. Things never seem to slow down.

Alfred is safe at home, but now he’s human, like, alive but still hasn’t woken up. If Ava wants to keep the wonderful Viking in her life, she’s got to wake him up.

Meanwhile, Olivia is on a mission to figure out what’s going on with her son. Sammie knew where Alfred was… how? And is he having nightmares or visions?

Nobody knows, but Mama Bear Olivia is going to find out and make sure her son is safe and happy.

Oh, Luci. Our dear Satan Claus is having some hellacious problems of his own. He’s going to have to ask his friends and family for help with this one, despite

being vehemently against any form of assistance when it comes to his infernal kingdom.

Ava’s powers are still on the fritz, but she’s determined to get this newest mess figured out. With Drew and Olivia at her side, she’s going to get this sorted and

maybe, just maybe, life can finally calm down.

Ha! Yeah, right.

The Witching After Forty series is part of the Life After Magic World.

Cottage on Gooseberry Bay: Time will Tell

Author: Kathi Daley



USA Today Bestselling author Kathi Daley brings you a heartwarming mystery series about finding answers and fostering hope while building friendships and

embracing the magic of life by the sea and small town holidays.

Ainsley Holloway had come to Gooseberry Bay to find answers about her past. She’d come to find an explanation for the dreams that haunted her after the death

of the cop who’d both rescued and raised her. And she’d come to identify the family she couldn’t remember but knew in her heart she’d once belonged to.

Ainsley hoped that by finding these answers, she’d also find healing. She hoped that once she’d resurrected the memories buried deep in her mind, she’d find

peace.

The Cottage at Gooseberry Bay is a series about, not only finding answers, but finding hope.

It’s a series about family and friendship.

It’s a series about shared holidays, festivals, and celebrations.

It’s a series about shared heartbreak and hardship.

And it’s a series about the bond that can be forged amongst strangers when tragedy binds two or more individuals with a common goal.

In book 12 in the series, Ainsley is hired to help solve a cold case after her client buys the contents of a storage garage during the annual auction and finds a

hidden clue to a long cold mystery.

Hearth Baked: A Cozy Culinary Murder Mystery (Hearth & Cauldron Mysteries Book 3)

Author: Shawn McGuire

“Someone’s going to kill that woman,” Ruby McLaughlin predicted.

Normally, the scent of cookies, scones, and waffle cones fills the air around Whispering Pines’ bake shop, but kitchen witches Sugar and Honey Graham have

mysteriously lost their touch. Sugar’s pastries won’t bake properly, and Honey’s ice cream tastes awful.

Certain they’ve been cursed, the sisters turn to their coven’s high priestess, Reeva Long, for help.

Reeva, however, is busier than ever with her own shop this season. Add a crabby teenage tenant, a moody best friend, and a new boyfriend—er,

manfriend?—and Reeva’s plate is not only full, it’s overflowing. How can she possibly squeeze in more?

But when a tourist is found dead and a villager is accused of murder, Reeva knows the village has bigger problems than icky ice cream. It’s time for Long &

McLaughlin Private Investigators (aka Reeva and Ruby) to put their sleuthing skills into action and catch the real killer.

If you like your witchy mysteries on the cozy side with plenty of quirky characters, and a dash of paranormal, you’ll love the Hearth & Cauldron Mysteries series.

*■*■*■*■*■ "The best Hearth & Cauldron book yet!"

*■*■*■*■*■ "The series is like being with old and new friends by a cozy fire, eating treats!"

*■*■*■*■*■ "Another 5-star review for sure."

Monster Mayhem (A Luna Thorn Witchy Mystery Book 1)

Author: Amanda M. Lee

Welcome to the Cathedral!

Luna Thorn’s past is a mystery … even to herself.

She arrived in Detroit amidst a swirl of lights and magic. She had no memory of where she came from. No idea why she was there.

Years later, she’s established herself as a force to be reckoned with on the Detroit magical scene. She ingratiated herself with the local reapers. She set up a

community called the Cathedral to help those who had been displaced from their homes and families, declaring that nobody would fall through the cracks.

Still, doubt remains. Luna is determined to figure out why she’s in Detroit. She needs to know what she’s supposed to accomplish within the city’s crumbling

boundaries. Her story is nowhere near finished.

When a body shows up on the grounds of the Cathedral, her quest kicks into overdrive. Ritual murders aren’t her forte, but this one is going to haunt Luna. Also

haunting her is Jesse Wilder, a young detective who has been paired with an old friend. He has specific beliefs about what’s happening. Luna’s opinion doesn’t

match up in the least.

He’s a “by the rules” guy. Luna likes to fly by the seat of her pants. She’s never met a problem she didn’t want to improvise.

It’s going to take both of them to solve this case. Even then, it will only be the beginning of their tale.

Settle in for excitement. Luna Thorn is about to change everything you know about the magical world.

There’s no going back … for any of them.



Death at Castle Cove: The start of a BRAND NEW cozy murder mystery series from Mary Grand for 2023

Author: Mary Grand

'I thoroughly enjoyed this intriguing mystery set in a beautiful location with deliciously menacing undercurrents.' Frances

Evesham

Island life suits Susan, and she can’t imagine ever moving from her beloved Isle of Wight. So it gives her real pleasure to see her young lodger Colette settle in to

life by the sea, especially knowing that she has such a troubled past.

Susan’s days are comfortingly routine, starting every morning by exercising her beloved Rocco on Ventnor beach with her fellow dog walkers. The group may

have bonded over their fondness for their canine companions, but over time their friendships have deepened.

So, when Colette dies in suspicious circumstances at Castle Cove, Susan is devastated to realise that the dog walking group were the last to see Colette alive,

and one of her friends must have been responsible for her death.  

And when Susan begins to suspect that the police are minded to put Colette’s death down to an accident, Susan decides she won’t rest until she solves the

mystery and finds the murderer.

A brand new cosy mystery from the author of the bestselling The House Party. Perfect for fans of Frances Evesham, Faith Martin and LJ Ross.

'A masterclass in story-telling.' Owen Mullen

What readers are saying about Mary Grand:

‘What I love about Mary’s books is that every character acts suspiciously. You get to the end of a chapter, think you’ve worked it out and no! Another twist! Haha!’

‘This is another very enjoyable murder mystery from the skilful pen of Mary Grand. It is intelligently plotted with clever red herrings. I thought I knew the culprit

approximately half way through and I was completely wrong. The characters are well created with distinct voices and personalities. The setting of the beautiful

Isle of Wight is perfectly described. This was a really satisfying read.’

‘Cleverly written and perfectly executed. This author goes from strength to strength. 5 stars from me.’

‘Another great book from Mary. The twists and turns, secrets and lies, culminating in the mystery of whodunit, kept me interested and intrigued.’

The Inn at Holiday Bay: Riddle in the Review

Author: Kathi Daley

A heartwarming cozy mystery series about losing everything, taking a chance, and starting again.

After suffering a personal tragedy Abby Sullivan buys a huge old seaside mansion she has never even seen, packs up her life in San Francisco, and moves to

Holiday Bay Maine, where she is adopted, quite against her will, by a huge Maine Coon Cat named Rufus, a drifter with her own tragic past named Georgia, and

a giant dog with an inferiority complex named Ramos. What Abby thought she needed was alone time to heal. What she ended up with was, an inn she never

knew she wanted, a cat she couldn't seem to convince to leave, and a new family she'd never be able to live without.

In book 22 in the series, someone is going around town vandalizing merchants who have received a negative review on the new social media site everyone is

talking about. Initially it seems like a mere annoyance, but things begin to escalate, and Colt fears that the trend will lead to someone's death.

Meanwhile, Vaness Blackstone from Firehouse Books is heading out of town and leaves her spunky Aunt Lou in charge. When the bookstore becomes the most

recent victim of the Holiday Bay Prankster, Lou joins Abby and Georgia in their quest to track the troublemaker down.

The Case of the Case of Kilcladdich (Anty Boisjoly Mysteries Book 6)

Author: PJ Fitzsimmons

In The Case of the Case of Kilcladdich, Anty travels to the timeless source waters of Glen Glennegie to help decide the fate of his family’s favourite ferment, but

an impossible locked room murder is only one of a multitude of mysteries that try Anty’s wits and witticisms to their northern limit.

Time trickles down on the traditional tipple as Anty unravels family feuds, ruptured romance, shepherdless sheep, and a series of suspiciously surfacing secrets

to sort out who killed whom and how and why and who might be next to die.

The Case of the Case of Kilcladdich is another stand-alone, locked room puzzler for those who like a little kidding in their killing and mirth in their mystery, and

wouldn’t object one bit to a conspiracy between Agatha Christie and PG Wodehouse.



Family Feuds and Fatalities: A Cozy Tiffany Black Travel Mystery (Tiffany Black Travel Mysteries Book 1)

Author: A.R. Winters

Tiffany, Stone and Rosie go on their first travel assignment - and walk straight into a family secret.

When a member of the family is murdered, and the trio, along with the rest of the holidaying family, are trapped inside a Bed and Breakfast, they must work fast -

uncover the killer before they strike again.

With attempted poisonings and shootings, the killer is clearly pursuing an agenda - can Tiffany and her friends prevent any further murders and reveal the truth

before one of them is hurt?

Tequila for Two: An Althea Rose Mystery (The Althea Rose series Book 2)

Author: Tricia O'Malley

There’s always one in the bunch.

The one who takes things a little too seriously – a little too far. The fanatic, if you will.

When a radical Pagan group blows into Tequila Key to celebrate the autumnal equinox, Althea Rose’s psychic senses start tingling. She goes on full alert after

meeting Horace, a Gandalf wannabe who reminds Althea of an old man playing dress up. One look into his pale eyes sets her straight, and soon Althea’s best

friend Luna is forcing her to learn a magickal protection spell before they investigate Horace and his festival. To make matters worse, Althea botches the spell and

the results are…interesting to say the least.

Oh, and about that love life of hers? There’s no time for love when bodies start turning up on deserted beaches. Soon, Althea is in way over her head as the full

moon starts to rise and the clock counts down on the killer wandering Tequila Key’s quiet streets.

Miss Riddell’s Cozy Mystery Adventures - A 10 Book Boxset: An Amateur Female Sleuth Historical Cozy

Mystery Series

Author: P.C. James

A Yorkshire Christmas, a Manchester mobster, and a Galapagos cruise. Will her determined detecting help her set them all to rights?

Boxset: Over 2,300 pages of clues, conundrums, and canny investigating!

Northern England. Miss Pauline Riddell can’t abide injustice. So when she gets tangled up in a suspicious homicide, she sets her sharp mind to unraveling the

messy murder. And after unmasking the killer, the eagle-eyed accountant realizes she has a flair for investigation that could change her entire life.

This collection contains all ten volumes in the Miss Riddell series, with adventures spanning from 1953 to 1988. While away the hours immersed in delightfully

deft prose, vivid historical details, and humorous-yet-believable plots.

Can this daring damsel track down a priceless relic? Will her sensible sobriety help her unearth a lost fortune? Does a phantom prankster stand a chance against

her well-honed wits?

Miss Riddell’s Cozy Mystery Adventures is the complete set of the intriguing Miss Riddell Cozy Mystery series. If you like watching characters grow, quirky casts,

and a dash of globe-trotting, then you’ll love P.C. James’s shrewd sleuthing.

Buy Miss Riddell’s Cozy Mystery Adventures to leave no stone unturned today!

Uzi in the Urn (Lovely Lethal Gardens Book 22)

Author: Dale Mayer

Riches to rags. ... Hidden guns, ... old but not forgotten wounds, ... and a buried treasure! 

 

Finding an Uzi in the urn at the shattered mausoleum is exciting and frustrating. Yet Doreen can’t delve into the case, and Mack has been firm about that. She 

struggles to focus on other cases from her journalist files, in particular the Bob Small file. Only her plan goes off the rails when Nan and her cronies show up at 

her door, with the Rosemoor bus, intent on heading to the excitement happening at the cemetery. 

 

When a grave is opened to reveal its shocking contents, the city is on high alert, as gang members arrive, circling around, looking for a rumored buried treasure, 

all connected to a man who died six months ago. Between crooked lawyers, greedy family members, changes of heart, and everyone else out looking for a buried



treasure, Corporal Mack Moreau is on his toes. Especially as Doreen and her animal cohorts are in the middle once again. 

 

But no one could possibly envision where this case ends up—right back in the cemetery where it all started …

Clue Krewe (Miss Fortune Mysteries Book 24)

Author: Jana DeLeon

Beckett Rousseau is the firstborn son of one of New Orleans’ most prominent families. He’s the quintessential golden boy—great looks, money, and a political

career in his future—until his wife murders him. Or at least that’s what everyone thinks.

Athena Durand is still reeling from her murder conviction but now that it’s overturned, she’s at a loss on how to proceed with her life. As long as people still

believe she’s guilty, she has no future in Louisiana and more importantly, she wants to know who killed her husband. When she hears about Fortune’s exploits,

Athena knows she is the one person who might be able to give her answers, and her life back. But too many people are harboring secrets about Beckett’s life and

death, including Athena.

Can Fortune sort through the half-truths and lies to discover the truth? Or did the jury get it right the first time?

The Hexhibitionist (A Supernatural Speakeasy Cozy Mystery Book 11)

Author: Lily Harper Hart

Ofelia Archer’s life is looking up. Her father is in the hospital getting the help he needs, her mother is seemingly distracted with some new walking group, and her

brother is finally opening his own bar. Things couldn’t be better … until a body is found.

Shawn Dawson was just out to have a good time. He drank late into the night and somehow ended up dead in an alley. It wasn’t a normal death either. He was

drained of everything fluid he possessed, which points to something paranormal.

There’s a succubus on the loose in the French Quarter, and even though she’s newly turned, she has ties to the area. When Ofelia interrupts her feeding

schedule, she becomes the creature’s enemy … and the new target is Zach Sully, Ofelia’s fiancé.

Ofelia would do anything to protect the man who stole her heart, but her options seem limited. That means a fight … and it’s going to have to be between the

women alone, because the succubus has a special power over the men.

Ofelia might have sympathy for the succubus’s plight, but that won’t stop her from doing what she has to do to protect those she loves.

It’s a fight to the finish, and only one woman will come out victorious.

Mysterious Devices Books 1-3: Three steampunk mystery novels in one set

Author: Shelley Adina

This box set contains the first three novels in the Mysterious Devices series of clockwork cozies set in the Magnificent Devices world: The Bride Wore Constant

White, The Dancer Wore Opera Rose, and The Matchmaker Wore Mars Yellow.

In the Wild West, you always find more than you’re looking for...

Margrethe Amelia Linden (Daisy to her friends) is a young woman of gentle upbringing, some talent as a watercolorist, and firm opinions that often get her into

trouble. Determined to find her missing father, in the summer of 1895 she sets out for the last place he was seen: the Wild West. It’s a rude shock when her

younger sister stows away on the airship—such behavior no doubt the result of her unsuitable friendship with Maggie Polgarth and the Carrick House set.

The search calls for greater courage and ingenuity than their sheltered upbringing has ever demanded, from outwitting a murderer in Georgetown to searching for

a lost bride in Santa Fe, to avenging the death of a kind friend in the raucous gold-mining town of Bodie. They find help, loyalty, and even joy in new friends made

along the way … but most of all, Daisy and Freddie find themselves to be capable, compassionate, and courageous women. If only they were not always one

step behind Papa …

“Shelley Adina adds murder to her steampunk world for a mysteriously delicious brew! You’ll love watching her intrepid heroine (and unexpected friends) bring

justice to the Wild West while pursuing a quest of her own.” —Victoria Thompson, bestselling author of Murder in the Bowery

The Bullet That Missed: A Thursday Murder Club Mystery

Author: Richard Osman

INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER 

 

A new mystery is afoot in the third book in the Thursday Murder Club series from million-copy bestselling author Richard Osman.  

 

“The quartet of aging amateur sleuths…remain wonderful company,” —the New York Times Book Review



 

“The Bullet That Missed hits on every front.” —the Wall Street Journal 

 

It is an ordinary Thursday, and things should finally be returning to normal. Except trouble is never far away where the Thursday Murder Club are concerned. A

decade-old cold case—their favorite kind--leads them to a local news legend and a murder with no body and no answers. 

 

Then a new foe pays Elizabeth a visit. Her mission? Kill or be killed. Suddenly the cold case has become red hot. 

 

While Elizabeth wrestles with her conscience (and a gun), Joyce, Ron, and Ibrahim chase down the clues with help from old friends and new. But can the gang

solve the mystery and save Elizabeth before the murderer strikes again? 

 

From an upmarket spa to a prison cell complete with espresso machine to a luxury penthouse high in the sky, this third adventure of the Thursday Murder Club is

full of the cleverness, intrigue, and irresistible charm that readers have come to expect from Richard Osman’s bestselling series.

Albert Smith's Culinary Capers: The first 10 Recipes - A Culinary Cozy Mystery Adventure

Author: steve higgs

Baking. It can get a guy killed.

‘When Steve Higgs writes, he hits it out of the park. I find myself laughing out loud and often.’

When a retired detective superintendent chooses to take a culinary tour of the British Isles, he hopes to find tasty treats and delicious bakes …

… what he finds is murder, mayhem, and mystery everywhere he goes.

His dog, Rex Harrison, a former police dog fired for having a bad attitude, does his best to steer the humans in the right direction, but he cannot understand why

they don’t just use their noses – the answers are right there if they would just employ their strongest sense!

However, solving a few mysteries won’t get them out of trouble, for there is a master criminal behind many of the crimes they encounter, and they’ve just caught

his attention.

Their adventure is getting deadlier with every destination, but these two sleuths are not going to be put off. With Rex’s keen sense of smell and Albert’s decades

of experience as a detective, this pair are on the trail.

Or are they being lured into a trap?

One thing is for certain, they had better figure it out soon or they might be the next victims.

‘This series has it all; everything I want in a story and series ... humour, suspense, and colourful characters. It’s one of my top all-time favourite series.’

Books contained in this boxed set:

Pork Pie Pandemonium

Bakewell Tart Bludgeoning

Stilton Slaughter

Bedfordshire Clanger Calamity

Death of a Yorkshire Pudding

Cumberland Sausage Shocker

Arbroath Smokie Slaying

Dundee Cake Deception

Lancashire Hotpot Peril

Blackpool Rock Bloodshed

This series of books contain no cussing and graphic descriptions of violence or bedroom activities.

The Case of the Missing Servant: From the Files of Vish Puri, Most Private Investigator (A Vish Puri mystery

Book 1)

Author: Tarquin Hall

The first in a detective series that “immediately joins the No. 1 Ladies’ Detective Agency as representing the best in international cozies” (Booklist, starred 

review). 

 

Meet Vish Puri, India’s most private investigator. Portly, persistent, and unmistakably Punjabi, he cuts a determined swath through modern India’s swindlers, 

cheats, and murderers. 

 

In hot and dusty Delhi, where call centers and malls are changing the ancient fabric of Indian life, Puri’s main work comes from screening prospective marriage



partners, a job once the preserve of aunties and family priests. But when an honest public litigator is accused of murdering his maidservant, it takes all of Puri’s

resources to investigate. With his team of undercover operatives—Tubelight, Flush, and Facecream—Puri combines modern techniques with principles of

detection established in India more than two thousand years ago, and reveals modern India in all its seething complexity.

Mint Condition (The Bloomin' Psychic Book 6)

Author: Annabel Chase

Once upon a time, Mia Thorne loved birthdays. Then she turned forty and the urge to celebrate ceased. Now that she’s reinvented herself in Newberry, she thinks

it might be time to dust off the candles again. Unfortunately, a dead body and a stolen coin disrupt her festive plans.

Can Mia solve the case in time to celebrate another trip around the sun or will her efforts be eclipsed by a killer?

Mint Condition is the sixth book in The Bloomin' Psychic series.

The Christmas Tree Farm (A Hope Herring Mystery Book 12)

Author: J A Whiting

This is book 12 in the Hope Herring paranormal cozy mystery series by USA Today Bestselling Author J A Whiting and Nell McCarthy.

It is September in Castle Park, NC and Hope Herring and her teenaged daughter Cori talk about choosing a Christmas tree at a farm where they can tag their

chosen tree now, and then in December, come back and pick it up.

Thinking it would be a good way to beat the crowds in December, Hope, Cori, her friend Lottie, and Lottie’s mother go out to the farm to pick out their holiday

trees. When they arrive at the farm, they notice a colorful bus pull into the lot and proceed to conk out.

Soon trouble is brewing, and Hope and Cori get pulled into a missing person’s case that ends up putting mother and daughter in danger. With the help of their

resident ghost, they work to separate facts from fiction, and attempt to solve the puzzling case.

Accidental Magic: A Paranormal Women's Fiction Novel: Myrtlewood Mysteries Book 1

Author: Iris Beaglehole

Welcome to Myrtlewood, a quirky town, steeped in magic, tea, and mystery…

Life’s a struggle for Rosemary Thorn and her teen daughter, Athena. But their regular troubles are turned upside down after Granny Thorn’s mysterious death.

Despite her cousin's sinister manoeuvrings, Rosemary returns to Myrtlewood and the sprawling, dilapidated Thorn Manor. But there's more to the old house than

meets the eye, as Rosemary and Athena soon find out — in a whirlwind of magic, adventure, mystical creatures, and endless cups of tea.

Life in Myrtlewood would be bliss if Rosemary could only clear her name in a certain murder investigation, solve the mystery and stay out of mortal peril – for at

least a little while!

A small town with endless secrets, strange activities, and a house with a mind of its own.

If you love mystery, witches, paranormal women’s fiction with a midlife main character, and a big dose of humour, you’re going to love Myrtlewood Mysteries Book

1.

A Fifth of Tequila: An Althea Rose Mystery (The Althea Rose series Book 5)

Author: Tricia O'Malley

Fame is a tricky business, as Althea Rose learns firsthand when the spotlight-seekers sweep into Tequila Key after rumors of a psychic reality show hit the

headlines. Even more annoying are the tabloid photographers who insist on taking photos of Althea in the most unflattering positions – like bending over to take

off her wetsuit. Who wants their bum plastered across the cover of a magazine?

Understandably miffed, Althea grows even more frustrated when she learns a famous TV producer wants to sign her and Miss Elva on to co-star in the reality

show. To make matters worse, a competing psychic with an over-inflated ego has arrived in town to sniff out his chance for the spotlight. He and his ruthless

assistant make Althea’s life hell as they vie for the coveted leading role in the show.

Althea tries to ignore the bedlam and carry on with her life, but to her surprise she finds herself smack dab in the middle of a murder, again. And this time all

fingers are pointed at her.



Purrfect Show (The Mysteries of Max Book 66)

Author: Nic Saint

The Taming of the Shrews

When our beloved town of Hampton Cove found itself the target of a pair of unscrupulous drug dealers selling drugs to school kids, a task force was set up to

bring these criminals to justice. The task force consisted of myself (Max), my best friend Dooley, and of course our humans Odelia and Chase. And since this all

happened against the backdrop of the upcoming cat show, for which we had all been signed up, you can probably imagine the strain we were under.

As if that wasn’t enough, we had also been tasked with no less than two separate investigations: one to find a man’s fiancée who had mysteriously disappeared,

and a second one dealing with a cat owner suspected of gross neglect. As it was, Odelia decided to temporarily adopt the man’s cat, so our band of four suddenly

became five.

All in all it was an interesting week, especially when I came face to face with my doppelganger at the cat show. So did I win ‘Best in Show’ or not? Find out in

Purrfect Show, the latest installment in this blorange feline’s chronicles.

A Sixer of Tequila (The Althea Rose series Book 6)

Author: Tricia O'Malley

Escape to Tequila Key where magic and mayhem run amok in this fun new addition to the lively Althea Rose series!

Nothing sets the gossips of Tequila Key on fire as much as a new mystery to solve, and word on the street is that a flamingo statue for the new mini-golf course

has been stolen. When the Flamingo King himself arrives in town to investigate, no one is more shocked than Althea when Miss Elva takes a shine to the man.

Despite her protests, Althea is dragged into chaperoning Miss Elva on their dates, all while doing her best to not to cringe every time she hears Miss Elva giggle.

Althea is more than content with letting someone else track down the stolen flamingo, because she has bigger worries on her mind – like returning her life to a

semblance of normalcy. But where there’s smoke, there’s fire, and somehow Althea has an aptitude for stumbling her way into trouble. When it turns out that the

disco gala hosted by the Flamingo King in the Bahamas isn’t all just sequins and sparkles, Althea has to race against the clock to save not only her friends – but

herself.

Tequila Four: An Althea Rose Mystery (The Althea Rose series Book 4)

Author: Tricia O'Malley

It isn’t every day that a billionaire pharmacy CEO sails his yacht down to Tequila Key to see how the common folk live. Or in Chadwick Harrington’s case, to hide

out from the media circus threatening to ruin his not-so-illustrious career after he privatized a patented cure for Alzheimer’s.

No wonder he’s called “The Most-Hated Man in America.”

When Chadwick is abducted, his security chief forces Althea and Miss Elva to use their extra-sensory powers to find Chadwick within three days… or else. Which

is the last thing Althea needs when she’s in the middle of an explosive love triangle that threatens to distract her from the events at hand.

The clock is ticking, and when a website goes viral revealing the lurid details of Chadwick’s lifestyle, the whole world is watching as Althea is forced to throw

caution to the wind to find the one man she’d just as soon see left for dead.

Fire and Rain

Author: Julie Mulhern

Ellison Jones is used to sirens in the night (unfortunately, they’re usually coming to her house).

So, it’s a surprise when the sirens that wake her from the dead come from across the street.

Nosy neighbor Marian Dixon’s house is on fire.

Luckily, the Dixons are out of town.

Unluckily, there’s a body found in the ashes—a body not killed by the fire.

With Ellison’s husband, Detective Anarchy Jones, investigating, the neighbors are eager for a quick resolution. But a cunning killer has other plans.

Can Ellison and Anarchy uncover the truth, or will their lives (and the rest of the block) go up in flames?



Murder on the Pier: A completely unputdownable cozy mystery novel (A Flora Steele Mystery Book 2)

Author: Merryn Allingham

Meet Flora Steele – bookshop owner, bicycle-rider, daydreamer and amateur detective!

Sussex, 1956: When bookshop owner Flora Steele goes for a walk along the pier she isn’t expecting to spot a young woman’s body in the stormy waters below.

And she’s shocked to discover the victim is someone she knows…

Convinced the death was not an accident, Flora persuades attractive local crime writer Jack Carrington to help her find out what really happened to poor Polly

Dakers, a popular young woman with a complicated love life, who’d been at the heart of village life in Abbeymead.

Jack is reluctant to get involved in another murder case at first but even he can’t deny that Polly’s fall seems fishy. An argument at a party, a missed hairdresser’s

appointment and a red woollen bobble found on the wooden boards where Polly last stood provide a trail of clues…

As they grow closer to solving the puzzling mystery, the unlikely pair stumble upon several surprising secrets about those closest to Polly. A number of potential

suspects begin to emerge. But who really disliked Polly enough to kill her? Was it Raymond, her jilted first love? Harry, her latest beau? Or Evelyn, Harry’s

jealous estranged wife?

As the investigation brings them closer to the truth, Flora is intent on unmasking the killer – but will her stealthy sleuthing lead her down a dangerous path?

An utterly delightful cozy crime novel set in the fictional Sussex village of Abbeymead. Perfect for fans of Agatha Christie, Faith Martin and Joy Ellis!

Readers love the Flora Steele Mysteries:

‘Wonderful book! I absolutely adored this... had me reading and finishing the book in no time! I highly recommend!!!… I was drawn into the murder mystery plot

instantly.’ Goodreads reviewer, *****

‘I absolutely love this book! I was so captivated… I could not put this book down… I read this book in one sitting!... amazing.’ @thenerdandherbooks, *****

‘Absolutely fantastic… an addictive perfect mix of mystery, crime, suspense and quirkiness which kept me turning the pages late at night!! An explosive start to a

new series!’ Bookworm86, *****

‘A joy to read… full of mystery and secrets!... captured my attention in the first chapter… This is truly an unstoppable read! And I loved every minute of it!’

NetGalley reviewer, ****

‘I loved… a cozy, heart-warming, fast read. It felt like Scooby-doo meets Agatha Raisin. I am here for it!… delightful.’ Frosta Wings It, ****

‘Fantastic cozy mystery!… fun to read… This author knows how to keep the reader’s attention from the first chapter!’ Books and Benches, ****

‘Love… The story twisted along, with everyone becoming a suspect… A fab read, that I devoured in a day.’ Goodreads reviewer, ****

‘What a joy… fabulous… totally fantastic… I highly recommend this outstandingly fabulous book.’ Goodreads reviewer, *****

‘Pace moves along as you keep turning the pages to find out whodunit. You’ll find yourself rooting for Flora and Jack in more ways than one. I can’t wait for the

next book!’ Goodreads reviewer, ****

The Inn at Holiday Bay: Witness in the Wedding

Author: Kathi Daley

A heartwarming cozy mystery series about losing everything, taking a chance, and starting again.

After suffering a personal tragedy Abby Sullivan buys a huge old seaside mansion she has never even seen, packs up her life in San Francisco, and moves to

Holiday Bay Maine, where she is adopted, quite against her will, by a huge Maine Coon Cat named Rufus, a drifter with her own tragic past named Georgia, and

a giant dog with an inferiority complex named Ramos. What Abby thought she needed was alone time to heal. What she ended up with was, an inn she never

knew she wanted, a cat she couldn't seem to convince to leave, and a new family she'd never be able to live without.

In book 24 in the series, love is in the air as one of Holiday Bay's favorite couples decide to wed. Abby is determined to give her friends their perfect day in spite

of the series of unfortunate events that prove to be almost more of a challenge than she can handle.

Holidays, History and Homicide: A Cozy Tiffany Black Travel Mystery (Tiffany Black Travel Mysteries Book

2)



Author: A.R. Winters

Tiffany, Stone and Rosie visit a "historic" small town - but the local historians' tales don't seem quite believable. But that's not the only secret this small town

harbors; when a local landlord is killed, the trio must uncover the truth behind his death.

Temperamental chefs, confused old ladies and a troublesome housekeeper add to Tiffany's difficulties. Could any of them have been involved in the murder?

Murder in the Hidden Room: A Woodworth Manor Mystery

Author: Sydney Tate

Veronica Woodworth left her estate to her granddaughter, Elise, when she passed away. Now, with the money from the inheritance, Elise could open her very

own flower shop. Her best friend, Dayton, thought the manor guest house would make the perfect bed and breakfast.

Soon after they arrived, the house cat led Elise right to the missing butler, murdered. All cats could be weird sometimes, but Florent seemed to be weird most of

the time. Florent led Elise straight to a hidden room in the kitchen and even helped her figure out how to open the door. In all of her time playing in the manor, she

never knew this room was here. But someone did.

Following clues that sometimes led in circles, Elise, Dayton, and Florence stumbled upon secrets that the killer did not want revealed and could have led him or

her to kill again to cover the tracks.

Murder, I Spy: A Dora and Rex Mystery (Dora and Rex 1920s Mysteries Book 1)

Author: Lynn Morrison

When a bright young man teams up with a glamorous femme fatale, the identity of a murderer won't be the only secret they'll unmask.

London, 1922. Between gallivanting in his Rolls-Royce and darkening the doorways of London's hotspots, Lord Reginald “Rex” Bankes-Fernsby has almost

succeeded in banishing the battlefield nightmares that plague his sleep. Pity he can't say the same about that nagging lack of direction in his life.

If only he were like his best friend Freddie - self-assured, suave, and up to his ears in secrets. But when Freddie is murdered, Rex doubts the verdict. Was

Freddie really cut down while up to no good or was he killed in the line of duty?

Rex turns to the only person in London capable of helping him find out - Theodora Laurent, London’s most notorious femme fatale and Freddie's last known lover.

Theodora has a hundred reasons to let sleeping cats lie, but those disappear into the aether when Rex shows up on her doorstep and someone takes a shot at

her head. Together, they’re catapulted into a race for their lives, where identifying the murderer is their only hope for survival.

There’s just one problem. Freddie wasn’t the only one keeping secrets. If Theodora isn’t careful, Rex’s search for the truth could send her cunningly constructed

empire falling like dominos.

Murder, I Spy is the first book in this exciting 1920s historical mystery series.

Sinfully Delicious (A Two Broomsticks Gas & Grill Witch Cozy Mystery Book 1)

Author: Amanda M. Lee

Stormy Morgan left her hometown of Shadow Hills, Michigan, with one goal: to write the great American novel and strike it rich. She sold her novel not long after

college, did relatively well, and then fell off a cliff into obscurity. Now, without a book contract, she’s back at her family restaurant in a one-stoplight town … and

she’s convinced things couldn’t possibly get worse.

That feeling only lasts until her first shift, when on a trip to the storage building behind the restaurant, she literally trips over a body.

Roy Axe, Shadow Hills most hated “Axehole,” died a hard death only feet from the restaurant (and the second-floor apartment Stormy currently resides in). The

detective on the case is none other than Hunter Ryan, Stormy’s high school boyfriend, and the man who occasionally still calls to her in dreams. Hunter only

cares about solving a mystery – nothing else – so their reunion is tense.

In an attempt to distract herself from what’s happening, Stormy and her cousin Alice get drunk one night and pull out their great-grandmother’s old Ouija board,

and it sets off a strange string of events, most of which seem magical … if you believe in that sort of thing, and Stormy isn’t sure she does.

Stormy has trouble deciding which problem to focus on, so she avoids them all until things start blowing up in her face.

Shadow Hills is a small town but the secrets that plague it run deep. Stormy is a woman – or maybe a witch – lost in a sea of magic and despair … but murder

might just lead her out of it. That is if she can survive to solve the case, that is.

Six Killer Cozy Mysteries: Starter Set (Killer Cozy Mystery Boxed Set)

Author: Addison Moore



***SIX COZY MYSTERIES!*** Over 1,000 pages of reading! They're so cozy, they're criminal. You will LOVE these small town cozy mysteries!

Humor with a side of homicide! Cozy mystery series starter set! Murder abounds for SIX charming sleuths. Grab this boxed set and cozy up to SIX

chilling cozy tales with a side of homicide! Hilarious and addicting.

*A laugh out loud standalone cozy mystery boxed set by New York Times, USA TODAY, and Wall Street Journal bestseller Addison Moore and USA TODAY

bestseller Bellamy Bloom!

Cosmopolitan Magazine calls Addison's books, "...easy, frothy fun!"

This boxed set contains SIX series starters from New York Times bestselling author Addison Moore and USA TODAY

bestseller, Bellamy Bloom.

Murder at Mortimer Manor, our sassy main character Bowie Binx can see the future—albeit, she doesn’t understand it all that accurately.

In the next book, Kittyzen’s Arrest, innkeeper Bizzy Baker can read both the human and the animal mind!

In Cutie Pies and Deadly Lies, baker Lottie Lemon can see the dead. Enjoy all three books and have fun binge reading all three series.

Brambleberry Bay Murder Club

My name is Hattie Holiday, and I can read minds. Sure people have all kinds of rogue thoughts running around up there, but I’m far more interested in using my

special abilities to talk to my cat, Cricket, and whatever other furry creature I happen to come upon.

Welcome to the club. Getting in was easy. Getting out can be murder.

Living in Brambleberry Bay is proving to be a real killer.

Cruising Through Midlife

Go cruising without having to pack a bag! Join Trixie Troublefield on the high seas!

Midlife in Glimmerspell

An impending divorce. A hot homicide detective. And spontaneous time travel. Midlife in Glimmerspell is proving to be magical.

*A laugh out loud standalone cozy mystery boxed set by New York Times Bestseller Addison MooreCosmopolitan Magazine calls Addison's books, "...easy,

frothy fun!"

Three Tequilas: An Althea Rose Mystery (The Althea Rose series Book 3)

Author: Tricia O'Malley

It’s hard to resist a good old-fashioned treasure hunt.

And far be it from Althea Rose to do so. Even if her boyfriend, Cash, is less than thrilled about it. When an esteemed institute in London hires Althea and her dive

master buddy, Trace, to document a high-stakes treasure expedition, they are pulled into a game that neither of them had realized they were playing.

In a race to find a rare Aztec emerald lost on a sunken pirate ship, Althea is forced to use every trick in her book to stay alive.

Even magick.

Seven Deadly Tequilas (The Althea Rose series Book 7)

Author: Tricia O'Malley

They say it’s best to bury your past, but for one misguided grave robber – the past is an obsession. When Althea Rose learns that a grave robber has infiltrated

Tequila Key, she does her best to pretend she’s not interested. No, she doesn’t want to hear more details. And she most certainly does not want to help Chief

Thomas track down the industrious body thief. Only when one comes knocking at her door in the middle of the night – a corpse, that is – does Althea realize she’ll

need to get a little help from her friends to rid her garden of otherworldly pests. Banding together to track down the grave robber, the crew must work their most

intricate spells yet. The only question is – will Rafe survive their magick?

The Secret, Book & Scone Society (A Secret, Book, and Scone Society Novel 1)

Author: Ellery Adams



First in the mystery series from the New York Times-bestselling author: “Anyone who loves novels that revolve around books will savor this tasty treat.”—Library

Journal (starred review)

A quirky club in small-town North Carolina holds the keys to health, happiness, friendship—and even solving a murder—all to be found within the pages of the

right book…

Strangers flock to Miracle Springs hoping the natural hot springs, five-star cuisine, and renowned spa can cure their ills. If none of that works, they often find their

way to Miracle Books, where, over a fresh-baked “comfort” scone, they exchange their stories with owner Nora Pennington in return for a carefully chosen book.

That’s Nora’s special talent—prescribing the perfect novel to ease a person’s deepest pain. So when a visiting businessman reaches out for guidance, Nora

knows exactly how to help. But before he can keep their appointment, he’s found dead on the train tracks.

Stunned, Nora forms the Secret, Book, and Scone Society, a group of damaged souls yearning to earn redemption by helping others. To join, members must

divulge their darkest secret—the terrible truth that brought each of them to Miracle Springs in the first place. Now, determined to uncover the truth behind the

businessman’s demise, the women meet in Nora’s cozy bookstore. And as they untangle a web of corruption, they also discover their own courage, purpose, and

a sisterhood that will carry them through every challenge—proving it’s never too late to turn the page and start over…

“Adams kicks off a new series featuring strong women, a touch of romance and mysticism, and both the cunning present-day mystery and the slowly revealed

secrets of the intriguing heroines’ pasts.”—Kirkus Reviews

Victim in the Violets (Lovely Lethal Gardens Book 23)

Author: Dale Mayer

Riches to rags. ... Old cases never die. ... Love spans decades, ... even if unrequited!

With her estranged husband still pestering her, Doreen is looking for a new case to keep her interest and to help her dodge Mack and his brother’s scoldings. So

she decides to delve deeper into the Bob Small case, especially since it pertains to Nan’s now-deceased friend.

Only to have the case suddenly connect to a current friend and Rosemoor resident. When this woman’s sister ends up murdered, and there’s a connection to Bob

Small, Doreen and her animals are off on the trail, … much to Corporal Mack Moreau’s disgust.

Anything to do with Bob Small is big. He was linked to dozens of unsolved murder cases, and no way will Doreen do anything private on this case. However, even

she isn’t prepared for the ending that suddenly shows up—with gun in hand and a story for the ages …

Beaches, Bungalows, & Burglaries (A Camper & Criminals Cozy Mystery Series Book 1)

Author: Tonya Kappes

SOUTHERN HOSPITALITY WITH A SMIDGEN OF HOMICIDE

USA Today Bestselling author Tonya Kappes brings you southern and quirky characters in her mystery series. Her stories are charged with humor, friendship,

family and life in small southern towns.

Hi. I'm Mae West. No. Not the actress.

If you would've told me year ago that I was going to be broke and penniless after my husband took everyone to the cleaners after he pulled off one of the biggest

Ponzi schemes, leaving me a run down campground, a set of camper keys, before he escaped prison and when the FBI came to the campground to see if I

helped him escape, then the no good you know what floated up to the top of the lake in that campground making me the number one suspect, I'd said you were

lying.

Fool Me Once (A Piper Harris Mystery, Volume 2)

Author: Deany Ray

Thirtysomething Piper Harris and her grandmother, former members of a motorcycle gang, are struggling to adjust to their new life in Bitter End, Florida, after 

being relocated there at a retirement complex as part of the witness protection program. 

 

Let’s just say Gran laundered money so well, she washed away their freedom. 

 

It’s crucial for Piper and Gran to lay low, but how can they do that when they get involved in another murder investigation? 

 

Lloyd and Tammy Feldman are financial managers, offering investments to the seniors of the Bitter End retirement community. 

 

But when Tammy turns up dead and Lloyd becomes a fugitive, their business is exposed as a fraud. Now, the seniors are searching for answers, for Lloyd, and



for their money. 

 

And Piper searches as well. Nobody messes with her tribe. Yes, okay, it takes some convincing from her mischief-loving next-door neighbor, Edie, but what else

is new? 

 

Will Piper blow the lid off the swindle, or will she blow her own cover? 

 

Fool Me Once is perfect for fans of Janet Evanovich, Jana DeLeon, Gemma Halliday, Liliana Hart, and JB Lynn.

Dressed to Drill (A Fixer-Upper Mystery Book 10)

Author: Kate Carlisle

Contractor Shannon Hammer’s new project, renovating an old church, reveals some old sins when a body is found on the premises in the latest Fixer-Upper

Mystery from the New York Times author Kate Carlisle.

While Shannon Hammer is thrilled to attend the premiere of the movie based on her boyfriend Mac’s latest book, she can’t wait to trade her killer heels for work

boots and start her next renovation project in Lighthouse Cove: a quaint Victorian church that has seen better days. And will see them again—as a museum—if

Shannon, her talented crew, and her sister Chloe have anything to say about it.

But on the first day of demolition, work comes to a screeching halt when they stumble on the body of a beautiful young woman in one of the chapels. Who killed

the assistant art director? Suspects crawl out of the woodwork as fast as Shannon can restore it. The church is hiding a century of secrets from the days that

smugglers wreaked havoc on the California coast. But it’s a more recent secret that someone killed to protect. Shannon and Mac will use every tool in their

toolbox to nail down the truth before any more lives are sacrificed.

Cast the First Crone (A Spell's Angels Cozy Mystery Book 9)

Author: Amanda M. Lee

Scout Randall’s life has turned from bad to worse. With her boyfriend’s murderous mother on the loose, that means she’s a target. But where will the attack come

from?

Scout thought they would have time to figure things out, time to regroup and come up with a plan. She was wrong. The next enemy is on their doorstep.

When a body is found in a remote hunting lodge, a familiar symbol painted on the wall, Scout knows it’s time to go on the offensive. Unfortunately for her, she’s

not entirely certain what she’s hunting for.

Is it a human? Is it a vampire? Is it something worse?

Scout and her motley crew of witches and shifters are ready to fight, but when you don’t know your enemy, that’s virtually impossible.

Scout’s answers lie in her past, and the search she thought postponed is suddenly on her. The family that let her go might just be back in the mix. Will they be

friends or foes, however?

Big answers are coming fast and furious. Scout’s never been in more danger, and yet if she can hang on just a little bit longer, her past will provide the answers

she’s always wanted.

It’s time for the reunion to end all reunions…if Scout can stay alive to see it through.

Deadly Waters: A Paranormal Cozy (A Witch in the Woods Book 17)

Author: Jenna St. James

A 40-year-old Witch with a New Career...

A Gargoyle Sheriff Raising a Teenaged Daughter...

And an Enchanted Island Full of Secrets...

When Alex and Shayla leave for their honeymoon at the Pirates Paradise Resort located in The Bermuda Triangle, they expect fun-filled days of swimming with

krakens, zombie worms, and other fun sea monsters. Instead, they get a charmed piece of seaweed and a dead body. It doesn't help that the number one

suspect is a seemingly sweet mermaid Alex and Shayla accidentally got fired. With the help of the naughty stowaway Needles and another vacationing PADA

detective Shayla once worked with, Alex and Shayla don their crime-solving hats to help discover who is using magic to kill local citizens on the island of Neptune

Oasis.

FEMMES FATAL an utterly charming English murder mystery (The Ellie Haskell Mysteries Book 4)

Author: DOROTHY CANNELL



***** ‘Ellie always finds herself into some kind of mess. Can’t stop reading this good series.’ Clemmie

Award-winning author Dorothy Cannell serves up a delectable English cozy murder mystery . . . to die for.

Before her beautiful bouncing babies came along, Ellie Haskell’s life was a fairy tale. Marriage to the gorgeous super-chef Ben was going swimmingly before

every day was filled with nappies, bottles and laundry.

Determined to revive her love life, Ellie joins a new local ladies’ group, Fully Female, which promises to restore some oomph back to her relationship by way of a

Peach Melba Love Rub.

But before long, things start going fatally wrong in the charming village of Chitterton Fells.

First, one of Ellie’s new friends from the group is electrocuted in her own bathtub. Then Ellie gets a call from another group member. Her husband has fallen to

his death in their boudoir at a rather inopportune moment . . .

One death could be an accident, but two is decidedly suspicious. Can Ellie save her marriage without falling foul of the curse of these femmes fatal?

Find out in this utterly charming English cozy murder mystery perfect for fans of M.C. Beaton, Rhys Bowen, Steve Higgs and Richard Osman.

Readers can’t get enough of Dorothy Cannell’s delicious murder mystery:

***** ‘She makes me laugh every time. I enjoy Ellie and can relate to her.’ Dayna

***** ‘A surprise right up til the end! Love it!’ A reader in the US

***** ‘This series of books is so readable — once I pick one up it is difficult to put it down until I reach the final page.’ Carol

***** ‘Using humor and suspense entwined to have readers giggle . . . Well written with strong characters.’ DelAnne

‘Cannell’s wicked sense of humor and sprightly style move the story briskly.’ Publishers Weekly

MEET ELLIE HASKELL

Our heroine is a rather fabulous interior designer (if she says so herself), living in the top flat of a tumbledown Victorian house in leafy London with her snooty cat,

Tobias Feline. She has some dear friends (who more than make up for her ghastly family) and her only desires in life are to lose a few pounds and meet an

eligible — and nice! — man. How hard could that be?

ALSO BY DOROTHY CANNELL

THE ELLIE HASKELL MYSTERIES

Book 1: THE THIN WOMAN

Book 2: THE WIDOWS CLUB

Book 3: MUM’S THE WORD

Book 4: FEMMES FATAL

The Man Who Died Twice: A Thursday Murder Club Mystery

Author: Richard Osman

An instant New York Times bestseller! 

 

The second gripping novel in the New York Times bestselling Thursday Murder Club series, soon to be a major motion picture from Steven Spielberg at Amblin 

Entertainment 

 

“It’s taken a mere two books for Richard Osman to vault into the upper leagues of crime writers. . . The Man Who Died Twice. . . dives right into joyous fun." 

—The New York Times Book Review 

 

Elizabeth, Joyce, Ron and Ibrahim—the Thursday Murder Club—are still riding high off their recent real-life murder case and are looking forward to a bit of peace 

and quiet at Cooper’s Chase, their posh retirement village. 

 

But they are out of luck. 

 

An unexpected visitor—an old pal of Elizabeth’s (or perhaps more than just a pal?)—arrives, desperate for her help. He has been accused of stealing diamonds 

worth millions from the wrong men and he’s seriously on the lam. 

 

Then, as night follows day, the first body is found. But not the last. Elizabeth, Joyce, Ron and Ibrahim are up against a ruthless murderer who wouldn’t bat an 

eyelid at knocking off four septuagenarians. Can our four friends catch the killer before the killer catches them?  And if they find the diamonds, too? Well, wouldn’t 

that be a bonus?  You should never put anything beyond the Thursday Murder Club. 

 

Richard Osman is back with everyone’s favorite mystery-solving quartet, and the second installment of the Thursday Murder Club series is just as clever and



warm as the first—an unputdownable, laugh-out-loud pleasure of a read.

Spelling the Tea: A Magical Tea Room Mystery (The Magical Tea Room Mysteries Book 1)

Author: Erin Johnson

Welcome to the coziest, vampire-owned tea room in Bath! It’s steeped in magic and mystery.

You’re supposed to support your guy, right? Even if it means moving away from the watery source of your witchy magic and suffering through five years of writer's

block?

Minnie Wells thought so, until her soon-to-be-ex left her high and dry for another woman.

Now, she’s back in Bath, with the magic of the town’s enchanted springs flowing through her veins, ready to explore her newbie witch powers and pen her novel.

Bath inspired her favorite writer Jane Austen, after all. Why wouldn’t it work for her?

Only catch is, once the divorce is final, Minnie will be deported back to the US (and she’ll lose her powers all over again) unless she can convince the haughty

(and handsome) vampire owner of a struggling tea room to hire her.

As if her cup didn’t already runneth over with trouble, an employee drops dead during her interview. Now Minnie’s got to solve the murder to clear the cafe’s

name, while figuring out a way to bring in more customers.

With the help of her vampire roommate and black cat familiar, she’s hot on the killer’s trail. But when the murderer sets Minnie in their sights, she’ll have to tap

into her own inner strength (and magic) to save herself, and bring the killer to justice.

Will Minnie solve the murder and save the vampire’s tea room? Or will she find herself in hot water with the killer?

Pull your armchair closer to the cozy crackling fire, sip your steaming tea, and find out now in Spelling the Tea!

If you like charming towns, a hilarious cast of lovable characters, and twisty mysteries, you’ll love Erin Johnson’s lighthearted whodunnit. Spelling the Tea is the

first book in the Magical Tea Room Mysteries.

"This delightful clean cozy is filled with characters who have already endeared themselves to me and have me looking up plan tickets for a trip to Bath." ★★★★★

"Excellent story, amazing characters and a location you'll really want to visit! Truly enjoyable and easy to read. I must admit I couldn't put it down!" ★★★★★

"This is the type of book where the outside world just seems to disappear. You’re reading and reading and when you emerge hours have passed and you didn’t

even realize. And that’s the sign of a great book." ★★★★★

Needled to Death (A Helping Hands Mystery Book 1)

Author: Annelise Ryan

As a colleague of deputy coroner Mattie Winston, social worker Clothilde “Hildy” Schneider is no stranger to unsolved murders at Sorenson General Hospital.

Except this time, it’s up to her to crack the case . . .

Motivated by her own difficult past, Hildy has an unparalleled commitment to supporting troubled clients through grief and addiction in Sorenson, Wisconsin. But

when a distraught group therapy member reveals disturbing details about her late son’s potential murder, Hildy goes from dedicated mental health professional to

in-over-her-head amateur sleuth . . .

Alongside her loyal therapy Golden Retriever, Hildy stumbles through incriminating clues—and an unlikely partnership with Detective Bob Richmond, the

irresistibly headstrong cop who shares her passion for helping others. With signs of foul play surfacing all over town, can Hildy and Detective Richmond pinpoint

the deadly traits of a sharp-witted killer before another seat gets filled at grief therapy?

Praise for Annelise Ryan and her Mattie Winston series

“The funniest deputy coroner to cut up a corpse since, well, ever!”

—Laura Levine, author of Killer Cruise

“The forensic details will interest Patricia Cornwell readers . . . while the often slapstick humor and the blossoming romance between Mattie and Hurley will draw

Evanovich fans.”

—Booklist

Winter Witches of Holiday Haven Boxset Books 1-3: Rudie's Collection (Erin Johnson: Complete Paranormal

Mystery Series Boxsets)



Author: Erin Johnson

The complete Rudie Hollybrook series!

3 full-length paranormal cozy mystery novels.

Christmas Cozy Mysteries brimming with magic, laughs and a dash of romance!

Rudie Hollybrook’s killing it (pun intended) directing her family's funeral home with her two zany sisters and her adorable pet snow fox in Holiday Haven, near the

North Pole.

In her personal life, though, Rudie’s self-conscious about her unique ability to see spirits in a quaint town that considers such talents less than merry and bright.

But while volunteering at the Christmas Market, a few days before the big holiday, a woman drops dead–poisoned by her hot cocoa! When the woman’s ghost

demands Rudie find her murderer, Rudie teams up with her crush at the local paper to discover the culprit.

Can Rudie embrace her gifts to find the cocoa killer before they ruin Christmas for the whole town?

Grab your copy of this warm and magical Christmas cozy boxset, including Cocoa Curses, Solstice Spirits and Mistletoe Mojo.

These novels are charming, Christmas mysteries with a town of characters you’ll fall in love with and so much cheer you can’t help but get in the holiday spirit.

What readers are saying...

"Warning! You will want all the hot cocoa while reading this book." ★★★★★

"If you love paranormal cozy mysteries, with witches, magic and small town drama you will love this book." ★★★★★

"This series is such a delight...interesting exciting and humorous." ★★★★★

"Just very fluffy and happy. Just intended to make readers feel good, it seems." ★★★★★

Village Shenanigans: Book 11 in the Jerry McNeal series (A Paranormal Snapshot)

Author: Sherry A. Burton

In this eleventh installment of the Jerry McNeal Series, Jerry and Gunter head to The Villages in Florida to visit Jerry’s parents in hopes of getting some

much-needed rest.

What Jerry expects to be a quiet visit to do some soul searching turns out to be anything but relaxing when Jerry discovers his dad, Wayne, has been boasting all

over town about his psychic son and Jerry’s ghostly K-9 companion.

Jerry quickly discovers The Villages' geriatric community to be a lively cast of eccentric characters, both living and dead, all of which look upon him as their portal

to contact loved ones on the other side.

Will Jerry be able to find a peaceful solution to keep his father on speaking terms with his neighbors while trying to navigate his own inner turmoil?

Will Gunter be able to resist showing himself to a town full of tenacious seniors determined to get a glimpse of the ghostly K-9?

Grab your preferred beverage, snuggle into your favorite chair and get ready to laugh out loud as Jerry and Gunter serve up a dose of hilarity in Village

Shenanigans!

An English Garden Murder: An utterly addictive English cozy mystery (Julia Bird Mysteries Book 1)

Author: Katie Gayle

Meet Julia Bird: recently single, reluctantly retired, and… an amateur sleuth? 

 

Julia Bird has left London for a fresh start in a picturesque Cotswolds village, and the rustic charm and cosy fireplaces of her little cottage are everything she’d 

hoped for. But when she tears down the old garden shed to make way for a chicken coop, she unearths much more than she’d bargained for… the body of a 

young woman, apparently buried for decades, thrusting Julia into a baffling mystery. 

 

With only one copper on the case in Berrywick, Julia decides to solve the who and whodunnit herself, taking her wayward puppy Jake along for the ride. And so 

begins a whirlwind tour of the village – from the dotty 90-year-old to the delightful doctor and the village gardener, it seems everyone has something to hide. 

 

Soon, Julia is convinced she has discovered the killer’s identity, until Jake, a true Labrador, finds a new love of the local lake’s waterfowl and instead ends up 

catching her chief suspect… drowned. Back at square one, with potential culprits galore, Julia – newly nicknamed the Grim Reaper – despairs at ever solving the 

murders.



 

But as Julia ruffles feathers village-wide, the clock is ticking. There is someone in the village who has killed twice already. Will they be prepared to make it third

time lucky to keep their secret safe? 

 

This totally addictive page-turning cozy mystery is perfect for fans of M.C. Beaton, Faith Martin and Betty Rowlands. 

 

Readers love An English Garden Murder: 

 

‘There just aren't enough stars for this one, so I can only give it FIVE!! I'm so looking forward to the next book in the series!!’ Goodreads reviewer***** 

 

‘I absolutely LOVED this… Julia Bird was an amazing and lovable character… Once I started it, I couldn't stop until I had finished it. I will definitely be on the

lookout for the second novel in this series!’ Goodreads reviewer***** 

 

‘I loved this very English murder mystery, so reminiscent of Agatha Christie… I loved everything about this book.’ NetGalley reviewer ***** 

 

‘Fabulous… addictive… a witty and delightful crime novel full of delicious red herrings, rural mischief and bucolic charm that is impossible to put down.’ Bookish

Jottings 

 

‘Oh my, I loved Julia Bird… she is a delight!. I can’t wait for the next one! Please don’t let it be long! It’s a five out of five on the enJOYment scale and highly

recommended!’MoongloTexas ***** 

 

‘Really entertaining… I simply couldn't put the book down… Julia's life in the countryside with her newly adopted dog Jake was too enjoyable… I cannot wait to

read for Julia Bird's next adventure!… five stars!’ Tropical Girl Reads Books ***** 

 

‘Brilliant!… I really warmed to Julia and especially Jake, her errant puppy and loved the village life…’ Broadbean’s Books***** 

 

‘I loved this first book in a new cozy, English countryside series and hope it continues for a very long run…’ NetGalley reviewer ***** 

 

‘I really enjoyed this… heartwarming… always entertaining read.’ Jen Med's Book Reviews**** 

 

‘I loved this book! I am always thrilled to find a new cozy mystery/series to get stuck into and I thoroughly enjoyed this one…’ A Wordy Woman ***** 

 

‘I'm pretty sure I want to be Julia Bird when I retire. Charming little cottage in a village in the Cotswolds in England? Check! Best friend who works as a librarian?

Check! Time to finally learn how to bake and cook delicious food? Check! Insta-love with an adorable chocolate lab puppy? Check! Distinguished village Doctor

who could be mistaken for Sean Connery?… I really enjoyed this brand-new cozy mystery.’ Goodreads reviewer *****

Aloha Alibi (Charlotte Gibson Mysteries Book 1)

Author: Jasmine Webb

Most people flee to Hawaii for gorgeous weather, white-sand beaches, and cocktails at sunset. Charlotte Gibson, however, is fleeing for her life after a vengeful

mobster leaves a severed finger on her doorstep as a warning. Message very much received.

That’s how Charlotte—Charlie to everyone except her mom— finds herself on Maui with six dollars to her name, living with a mother who can’t stop giving her

advice on how to land herself a husband. But when a businessman is murdered and his company offers a reward to whoever finds the killer, Charlie sees an

opportunity: with that kind of cash, she could afford her own place and start a new life here away from the people who want her dead. After all, how hard can

hunting down a murderer be?

Teaming up with a couple of old ladies with more spunk than Betty White, Charlie is sure she’s on the right track to snag the reward money. However, the

infuriating-but-smoldering-hot cop trying to keep her away from his case has other ideas. Throw in a day job at an ice cream shop, corrupt local politicians, and a

best friend trying to act as the voice of reason, and Charlie has her work cut out for her.

Will she be able to find the killer, or is Charlie’s time in paradise going to go straight to hell in a handbasket?

Will Stop At Nothing: The Will Peters Series

Author: Linda Coles

You can choose your friends, but you can’t choose your family. 

In a cemetery, the dead are meant to be underground, not hiding in the bushes. 

 

When Will Peters stumbles across the long-dead body of an unknown man, he could never know how the heart-breaking discovery would fit into his own family 

history. 

 

As he comes to terms with the news, another body is discovered. This time it’s even more personal. 



As the mystery unfolds, he realises his ties to the victims are connections he’d rather not have. 

 

What’s more, a vulnerable friend desperately needs his help. Just how much more can Will cope with? But yet another tragic event leaves him reeling. 

 

And then there's his mother. Will hasn't seen her since he ran away from home over twenty years ago, but there's only one person who can help him fit all of the

pieces together. 

 

Join Will, Birdie and Stanley in this final installment of the popular British Will Peters crime trilogy. 

 

In a case that’s far too close for comfort and a story of a past he never knew, read Will Stop at Nothing to find out how he reconciles the events that made him the

man he is today. 

 

Out March 2023

Eight Ways to Tequila (The Althea Rose series Book 8)

Author: Tricia O'Malley

For one jewelry-obsessed witch, a star sapphire necklace is worth dying for....

NY Times & USA Today bestselling author, Tricia O'Malley, takes you back to the funky town of Tequila Key where magick and mystery mix like a delicious

margarita.

When a jewelry heist goes down right in front of Miss Elva’s eyes, she recruits Althea and Luna to help recover the missing piece. They quickly realize they’re

dealing with much more than they bargained for when they discover that the Seven Star Sister Society, a group of amateur witches, are unleashing absolute

havoc all over town with their misfiring magick.

And even more unexpected? A surprise visit from Althea’s parents offers the final pieces to the puzzle, revealing precisely what Althea’s magick really is. The

time has come for Althea to step into her birthright. In doing so, she might just find what she’s been looking for all along.

The clock is ticking before the city is destroyed, and only Althea holds the power to save Tequila Key.

Sweet Tea Witch Mysteries Books 1-10: Hysterical Southern Cozy Mysteries

Author: Amy Boyles

Ten full length-novels!

2000 pages of reading.

Start this delightful series full of Southern charm and sass!

It only takes a second for life to go to heck-in-a-hand-basket!

In less than twenty-four hours Pepper Dunn loses her job, her boyfriend, and her home.

It's the worst day of her life.

But when Pepper discovers she’s a witch and has inherited the most important store in the magical town of Magnolia Cove, Alabama, she’s as happy as a pig in

mud.

Too bad the shop is a familiar pet store and Pepper doesn’t like animals—not even a teensy bit. Determined to sell the shop and get the heck out of town,

Pepper’s plans go haywire when a local storeowner winds up dead and Pepper gets accused of murder.

Thrust into a magical mystery, Pepper teams up with a mysterious private detective and a cat so traumatized by the murder that she’s not talking—and that cat

could hold the key to Pepper’s innocence.

Now Pepper must avoid trouble, solve the mystery, and placate her new grandmother, who keeps a strict ten p.m. curfew that’s enforced by the talking end of her

shotgun.

Sounds like a simple day in the life—as if. Can Pepper solve the mystery or will she become the next victim of the Magnolia Cove murderer? And most

importantly, will Pepper learn to love the animals she’s in charge of?

Read the first ten books in this series and be swept away to a magical town. You'll want to curl up with your favorite warm beverage and binge read these books

all night long!

The Secret Terror Beneath: A Small Town Cozy Hotel Murder Mystery (The Terrowin Hotel Mysteries)



Author: Wynn Kelly

Within the recesses of the Terrowin Hotel lie hidden secrets, lost treasures, and an ominous sense of danger.

Jamie Sharpe, the latest heir to the Sharpe legacy, becomes entranced by the mystifying allure of her inheritance. But as she ventures deeper into the Terrowin’s

dark history, she soon realizes that the depths of the hotel may be harboring a much more sinister and deadly presence.

After the discovery of a historical artifact found in the secret passageways beneath the hotel. Archeologists and historians have stormed the hotel in full force,

searching for other relics from the past.

And when Jamie and her friend, Paige, find the dead body of historian Hubert Fillmore hidden away in one of the hotels underground tunnels, it’s time to start

investigating.

The duo unveil a shrouded connection between Jamie's family and the hotel’s darker past along the way, and discover that the killer didn’t act alone.

Jamie and Paige are in a deadly pursuit to uncover the murder’s intentions and stop them before another innocent life is taken.

Paper Cuts: An Enchanting Cozy Mystery (A Secret, Book, and Scone Society Novel Book 6)

Author: Ellery Adams

The New York Times bestselling author returns with a mystery with a touch of magical realism and a strong, female bookstore owner and bibliotherapist at its

heart.

Miracle Springs, North Carolina, is famed for its healing springs. But bookstore owner Nora Pennington has a tendency to land in a different kind of hot water.

Though she loves to practice bibliotherapy by finding the perfect books for her customers while listening to their secrets, she also likes to bury her nose in the

occasional local crime…

Nora escaped her past a decade ago. So it feels like a visit from another world when Kelly Walsh—the woman her ex-husband left her for—walks through the

door of Miracle Books along with her son, a sweet, serious boy with a talent for origami. Kelly hasn’t come to gloat, though. As it turns out, she’s been dumped

too. She’s also terribly ill, and all she wants from Nora is forgiveness.

Shockingly, however, this woman who’s been the victim of so much misfortune is about to become a murder victim. Who would do such a thing? Certainly not

Nora, but that doesn’t stop the gossip and suspicion—especially after Kelly’s brother claims that he saw the two women arguing.

In seeking justice for Kelly, The Secret, Book, and Scone Society joins forces with the sheriff’s department, but they’ve barely begun their probe when life throws

another wrench. After serving a twenty-year sentence, Estella’s father returns to Miracle Springs. And when his past comes back to haunt him, it might be more

than the four friends can handle.

“Red herrings abound along with plenty of tips on choosing books.”— Kirkus Reviews

The Dog Thief: Coyote Run K-9 Mystery Book 1

Author: Marta Acosta

How far would you go to save the amazing dog you love?

“Incredible! This book touched my heart and soul. ★★★★★" —Amazon Reviewer

Introducing the “touching, funny, and worth crying over” Coyote Run K-9 Search and Rescue mystery series from LIBRARY JOURNAL WOMEN'S SUMMER

FICTION author Marta Acosta.

When autistic dog rehabilitator Maddie “Mad Girl” Whitney discovers a corpse on her neighbor’s ranch, she impulsively tries to drum up business by claiming that

psychic abilities led her to the victim…with devastating consequences.

"Pure and heartfelt. The Dog Thief is an amazing book... Poetically powerful insight into both animal and human behavior and a satisfying ending. ★★★★★"

—Amazon Reviewer

Maddie's forced to start a K-9 Search and Rescue team with her ex-girlfriend's twin, a hostile sheriff, or risk losing her beloved former military dog. She reluctantly

begins reaching out to others…and finds friendship and kindness in the unlikeliest of places.

Meanwhile, the unknown killer is determined to stop the animal psychic from solving the mystery of his identity. Can she save her own life by saving the dog she

loves?

In a fresh and heartfelt story, Marta Acosta brings to life a complex and beautifully flawed character. Readers will fall in love with this unconventional protagonist

who defies labels and classification.

"Amazing! A gripping read that will have your heart racing from start to finish." —James Sinclair, Autistic & Unapologetic



Caffeinated Calamity (A Two Broomsticks Gas & Grill Witch Cozy Mystery Book 2)

Author: Amanda M. Lee

The only witch in the world? It might feel like it to Stormy Morgan but she knows better.

Twenty minutes away, in a town called Hemlock Cove, witches have taken over. Sure, the bulk of the town is made up of frauds looking to shore up their tourism

industry, but there are real witches, too. There’s a family, last name of Winchester, and they’re notorious. Stormy wants to meet them but she has a myriad of

problems darkening her doorstep.

The first is Hunter Ryan, her childhood love who is back in her life and ready to take the next step, which is formal dating … just as soon as he’s given proper

respect to his previous relationship. While Stormy is waiting for that to happen, she runs to the aid of customer at the family diner when the older woman

collapses as she’s leaving after breakfast. Before Stormy can offer even a dollop of help, though, the woman is dead and there are more questions than answers.

When the cause of death is determined to be poison, Stormy and Hunter have to follow a tangled trail of clues … and it leads them straight to the senior center. It

seems the victim was a regular visitor there, and one of the better euchre players at the lauded weekly tournaments. Is that a motive for murder, though?

Stormy has her hands full with out-of-control euchre madness, magic she is trying to control, and hormones that are threatening to run rampant. When she finally

makes it to Hemlock Cove, her nerves threaten to get the best of her.

She needs help. This is a world she doesn’t understand. The truth has to come out, but is she ready? It might not matter because a murderer has marked Stormy

for death. It’s up to her and her motley crew of friends and family to save the day … if they can all come together as a team.

That will be easier said than done.

Easton Island: Looking Glass Cottage (Easton Island Family Saga Series Book 1)

Author: Hope Callaghan

Easton Island - Looking Glass Cottage is the beginning of one woman’s journey from incredible loss to finding a past she knew nothing about, including a family

who both embraces and fears her and a charming island that draws her in. This inspirational series is for lovers of family sagas, mystery, and a touch of romance.

Morgan Easton Greer is forced to pick up the pieces and start over after her world is shattered by a series of tragic events including a failing marriage and losing

her mother.

Shortly after her mother’s death, a mysterious letter arrives, inviting Morgan to a remote island for the reading of her mother’s will… a will she had no idea existed.

Does Morgan have the courage to claim what is rightfully hers and start over by building a life she never dreamed possible?

Find out when you grab your copy of Easton Island - Looking Glass Cottage today!

Nine Lives Magic Mysteries Boxed Set: Books 1-3

Author: Danielle Garrett

Have you ever wished your cat could talk to you? If so, allow my story to be your cautionary tale.

My life was going just fine by most standards. I ran a successful business in a tight-knit magical community, and lived just blocks from a beautiful lake and series

of hiking trails.

Then Selene showed up.

According to some magical code I inherit my aunt’s ancient familiar; a grumpy ten-pound cat with a broken filter. She fancies herself something of a saber-toothed

tiger, and claims to have wrestled the thread of her ninth life from the hands of the Fates themselves—although, I’m pretty sure that last part isn’t true.

Almost positive.

I’m still looking into the magical fine print, but in the meantime I’m stuck as the guardian of a snarky immortal cat with the personality of Sophia from The Golden

Girls. Oh, and by another cruel twist of fate, my ex-husband just moved back into town. Just when I thought I couldn’t take any more, a murder rocks my small

community and I wind up entangled in the investigation thanks to a handsome stranger.

If only life came equipped with a rewind button.

**This boxed set edition includes the first three books in the Nine Lives Magic Mysteries series. Chase down the mystery of Aunt Lavender's disappearance and

explore this colorful world filled with magic, mystery, adventure, and a spark or two of romance.**

Dedication to Murder (A Beyond the Page Bookstore Mystery Book 9)

Author: Lauren Elliott



The latest installment in Lauren Elliott’s ever popular Beyond the Page Bookstore Mystery series starring Addie Greyborne, a book-themed cozy series perfect for

fans of Kate Carlisle’s Bibliophile series and Jenn McKinlay’s Library Lover’s series.

Wedding bells are about to ring again in Greyborne Harbor, and as Addie slips into her white dress her thoughts are focused on a bright future with Dr. Simon

Emerson. But a discovery in her attic leads her to startling revelations about the past. As the owner of Beyond the Page Books and Curios and a lifelong

bibliophile, Addie is delighted to find a rare collection of classic children’s books gathering dust in a secret room beneath the rafters, including a first edition of The

Velveteen Rabbit by Margery Williams. To her surprise, a handwritten inscription on the title page provides a clue to unraveling a complex mystery in Addie’s

family . . .

But that’s only the first surprise in a series of shocking twists that will turn Addie’s vision of where her life is going and where she’s come from upside

down—including a suspicious death in the present that suggests foul play.

Praise for A Margin for Murder

“Nicely fits the cozy formula, with plenty of specialized knowledge, local color, and romance.”

—Kirkus Reviews

A Hopeless Spring (A Hope Walker Mystery Book 11)

Author: Daniel Carson

A funny cozy mystery series full of bold women, a quirky and lovable town, and one seriously hopeless romance.

A Hopeless Spring is the opening book of Season Three of the Hope Walker Mysteries.

Now that the storm is over and spring has finally arrived to Hopeless, what will happen next?

Will Hope and Alex make it?

Will the mystery around Hope's mom ever be resolved?

Who will be the next mayor of Hopeless?

And will Hope be able to solve an ingenious murder?

Want answers?

Find out by reading A Hopeless Spring, Book 11 in the Hope Walker Mysteries today!

Any Witch Way You Can (Wicked Witches of the Midwest Book 1)

Author: Amanda M. Lee

Bay Winchester is having a tough week.

As the local editor of Hemlock Cove's only newspaper, she just happens to be present when a body is found in an area corn maze. To make matters worse, the

police believe the murder may have something to do with the occult.

This wouldn't be a problem for a normal reporter, but since Bay is descended from a well-known line of actual witches, the town is understandably on edge.

Between the suspicious townspeople, the befuddled police presence and that random hot biker guy that may or may not have something to do with the murder --

Bay has her hands full.

When you add the typical family problems, multiplying ghosts -- and one monster of a zit that she's sure came from her aunt's curse -- Bay is just struggling to

make it through the week.

Of course, when the killer sets his sights on Bay, things could get a whole lot worse.

Note: These books are full of sarcasm and are a little bit snarky -- so read only if you like to laugh and you aren't easily offended. This is the first book in the

Wicked Witches of the Midwest mystery series.

What the Vicar Saw: A 1920s Mystery (Lord Edgington Investigates... Book 9)

Author: Benedict Brown

A dead vicar in the vestry, the wrong man condemned to hang, and a village with secrets to bury.

When the vicar of Condicote is found murdered before the funeral of a notorious baron, the police soon identify the likely culprit. But faced with countless rivalries

and a host of scheming suspects, renowned detective Lord Edgington has a dilemma to resolve; how can he catch the murderer when no one knows what the

vicar was running from just moments before he was killed?



As more bodies appear, and everyone in town from the police constable to the dead baron’s widow has something to hide, the detective and his loyal grandson

must race against time to save an innocent man from the gallows.

“What the Vicar Saw” is a warm-hearted, gripping and funny whodunit, set in a picturesque English village, with a cast of larger-than-life characters and a puzzle

at its centre that will keep you guessing until the final chapters. The newest Agatha-Christie-style mystery in the bestselling “Lord Edgington Investigates…” series

is spoiler free and can be read as a standalone novel.

Witching With Sharks (A Witch on the Rocks Cozy Mystery Book 4)

Author: Lily Harper Hart

One of the biggest trivia competitions in the world is coming to Paradise Lodge, and Hali Waverly is expecting an influx of guests. What she’s not prepared for is

murder.

When a body drops on the resort’s beach, however, she finds herself knee-deep in the investigation along with her new boyfriend Gray Hunter. Unfortunately for

her, there are a few too many suspects for her comfort level.

Between the other contestants—a flamboyant group of individuals whom Hali has trouble relating to—and the workers, there’s no limit to the pool of potential

killers. Finding the right one isn’t going to be easy.

When you add in the dark merrow, who continue to make their presence known, Hali has her hands full.

All she wants is a little rest and to have a good time. That might not be in the cards though. When it becomes apparent that someone is trying to control the

outcome of the competition, all bets are off.

Beaches, bodies, and Bloody Marys? Yup, things are about to get hairy for St. Pete’s favorite witch and shifter.

Oh, yeah, there will be some shark shifters too.

Buckle up, it’s going to be a bumpy ride.

MUM’S THE WORD an utterly charming English murder mystery (The Ellie Haskell Mysteries Book 3)

Author: DOROTHY CANNELL

***** ‘Five stars. I loved it — hilarious!’ Pat

Award-winning author Dorothy Cannell serves up a delectable English cozy murder mystery . . . to die for.

Married to the man of her dreams and expecting a darling little bundle of joy, Ellie Haskell is excited to put her feet up and play the part of pampered wife for the

next nine months.

But handsome hubby Ben has other ideas. He whisks her off to America for an exclusive gourmet cooking competition in Mud Creek, Illinois. And worse, they’re

staying in crumbling old gothic mansion that’s straight out of a horror movie!

Then two of their fellow chefs mysteriously disappear one night. Is this a haunted house? Or is someone cooking up more than they bargained for?

Ellie decides to get to the bottom of these deliciously deadly goings-on — before her own husband is the next to vanish.

AN UTTERLY CHARMING ENGLISH COZY MURDER MYSTERY.

Readers can’t get enough of Dorothy Cannell’s delicious murder mystery:

***** ‘Dorothy Cannell is a wonderful author — what a fun book!’ Mary

***** ‘Cannell is the best . . . Always a favorite, good plots and funny.’ Llbets

***** ‘Five stars. Love this series.’ Marlene

***** ‘Crazy quirky characters & an interesting mystery. I’m ready for the next series to read.’ Clemmie

***** ‘I love her books, they are always entertaining and a good read!’ Anne

MEET ELLIE HASKELL

Our heroine is a rather fabulous interior designer (if she says so herself), living in the top flat of a tumbledown Victorian house in leafy London with her snooty cat,

Tobias Feline. She has some dear friends (who more than make up for her ghastly family) and her only desires in life are to lose a few pounds and meet an

eligible — and nice! — man. How hard could that be?

ALSO BY DOROTHY CANNELL

THE ELLIE HASKELL MYSTERIES

Book 1: THE THIN WOMAN

Book 2: THE WIDOWS CLUB

Book 3: MUM’S THE WORD



A Murder at Oxford: A 1920s Historical Cozy Mystery (The Kitty Worthington Mysteries Book 6)

Author: Magda Alexander

A decade-old murder. Kitty's fiancé suspected of the crime. Can she find the killer before he pays with his life?

England, 1924. With business booming at the Ladies of Distinction Detective Agency and her personal life going swimmingly, Kitty Worthington couldn’t be

happier. But then her sister summons her to Oxford. An urgent matter threatens someone Kitty holds dear.

After her arrival at that august city, Kitty discovers the cause for her sister's concern. The remains of a young woman with ties to Robert Crawford, Kitty’s fiancé,

has been found. Testimony at the inquest soon points to him as the murderer. Terrified he may be charged with the crime, Kitty sets out to investigate.

But with a trail gone as cold as the grave, the facts prove elusive. And everyone seems to have something to hide. Who’s lying? Who’s telling the truth? As close

as she is to the suspect, Kitty can’t tell. But with time running out, she must discover the murderer. For if she doesn’t, Robert may be condemned to hang.

A Murder at Oxford, Book 6 in The Kitty Worthington Mysteries. A 1920s historical cozy mystery set among the rarefied atmosphere of Oxford academia is sure to

please lovers of Agatha Christie and Dorothy L. Sayers.

Patricia Fisher's Mystery Adventures - A Ten Book Boxed Set (Patricia Fisher's Big Boxed Sets 2)

Author: steve higgs

Amazon.com #1 in Cozy Mystery, Mystery Anthologies, and Amateur Sleuths

‘A complete cozy mystery series with an ending that left me on a high for days!’

Indulge yourself with a mystery-packed boxed-set of adventure as English village sleuth, Patricia Fisher, opens her own investigations agency and finds herself

hip-deep in criminal capers before she can butter her first scone.

With her steady butler in tow, our modern-day Miss Marple will apply her fierce mind to the detriment of gangsters, thugs, and killers who dare to ply their trade in

her quiet corner of the world.

However, beneath the cricket teas and church council meetings, a more sinister undercurrent flows. And when Patricia inadvertently triggers the wrath of a

powerful enemy, she finds herself marked for elimination. They believe they are the snake cornering the small furry animal. Patricia doesn’t stand a chance, right?

Well, normally that might be true, but our lady has friends of her own – people who will come to her aid when she needs. That’s not the worst of it though, for the

snake is about to find out the furry creature it cornered is a mongoose.

Hold onto your seat, because these cozy mysteries are an adventure!

This ten-book boxed set contains the following stories:

What Sam Knew

Solstice Goat

Recipe for Murder

A Banshee and a Bookshop

Diamonds, Dinner Jackets, and Death

Frozen Vengeance

Mug Shot

The Godmother

Murder is an Artform

Wonderful Weddings and Deadly Divorces

'My goodness, this chap can write a mystery. I can never work them out before he does the big reveal, and they are so gripping! I find myself breathless at times.’

‘How is it that these books can be so thrilling, and yet also so funny? I am biting my fingernails one minute, then laughing uncontrollably the next.’

‘How is this not on television? How is this not a blockbuster film? Never has a series of books captivated me like this.’

The Family Tree Murders: A Lainey Maynard Mystery Series - Book 1 (The Lainey Maynard Mystery Series)

Author: Laura Hern

"I loved this book and the clever mystery Lainey and her gang jump in to solve. The story line was easy to read and follow the investigation. The characters were

fun and their backgrounds made them actually helpful! Grab your copy and enjoy a cozy mystery that will pull the reader in and keep it intriguing!" Emily

Pennington, Top 500 Reviewer



Lainey needed a change after her husband died and the quaint town of Mirror Falls, MN, was just the ticket. But the email worried her. Why was Mary so upset

about a DNA test?

Mary had done it as a lark. It might be fun to find out about her family’s history. When the DNA test came back, everything changed. Was her brother next in line

for a substantial inheritance...or be setup for murder?

As a seasoned insurance investigator, Lainey had worked out more than her fair share of sinister plots, but this was different. With the help of her quirky friends,

she’s determined to figure out who’s been trimming off branches of the family tree.

An intriguing and fun cozy mystery that will keep you guessing until the end. You’ll love it because the characters are delightful and the twists will keep you turning

the pages.

The Family Tree Murders is the first book in The Lainey Maynard Mystery series. Join Lainey and her friends as they work to solve the mystery. Scroll up and

one-click this cozy adventure today!

Pineapple Valentine Mystery: A Mid-Life Cozy Mystery Romance (Pineapple Port Mysteries Book 17)

Author: Amy Vansant

USA Today and Wall Street Journal bestselling author Amy Vansant finds romance deadly in the latest installment of the fun, thrilling, twisty

Pineapple Port Mysteries!

***** Love! Love! Love! I absolutely LOVE this series! The characters are amazing and hilarious! ...I will never get tired of reading and laughing about the crazy

situations these characters get into. Do yourself a favor and read this series ASAP! ~ Amazon Customer

When Matchmaker Lady Venus drops dead on the Pineapple Port community center's stage during a Valentine's event, Charlotte and the new detective agency

she's started with her fiance Declan are called to the scene.

As danger mounts, she'll need everyone's help to keep Venus' family safe, which means tapping into Declan's giant, former employee salesman and his crazy

Uncle Seamus—both of whom are falling for the ladies in their lives.

Someone might need to keep an eye on Darla and Mariska, too—wiith Lady Venus dead, they think they should take her place...and a mysterious local

matchmaker doesn't agree!

***** "It's a good thing Amy Vansant is still writing the Pineapple Port mysteries because these books are addictive." — RP Dahlke, The Dead Red Mystery Series

Maui Murder (Charlotte Gibson Mysteries Book 2)

Author: Jasmine Webb

Charlie finally feels like she’s got a bit of breathing room. She’s flush with cash, she and Zoe are moving into a snazzy new apartment, and she’s riding the wave

of having solved a murder a few weeks earlier. But when a local woman is murdered and her family hires Charlie to find the killer, she finds herself embroiled in

yet another investigation.

However, what Charlie initially thinks might be an easy solve quickly finds her mired in Maui’s seedy underworld, with a victim who led a double life. Finding

herself dealing with a suspect list longer than a CVS receipt, Charlie enlists the help of Dot and Rosie to narrow down that list and get a lead on the real killer.

But between Jake trying to keep her out of the investigation, new neighbors who make Ozzy Osbourne look normal, and an attempted robbery at her day job,

Charlie quickly finds she’s got her hands full once again. And to make matters worse, as Charlie gets closer to solving the crime, she realizes the killer has

another target in mind: her.

Can Charlie bring another killer to justice before she’s turned into shark bait?
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